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I 

Death is another country 

The wild rose bloomed on the mountainside 
Between the heather and the broom, 
And the birds sang your beauty. 
The proud waves beat a rough lament 
On ragged cliffs below, 
As the mountain pines reached out, 
It seemed—out across the sea, 
To where the thunder clouds had gathered, 
Like this storm within my heart. 

A pale blue Rajasthani box with your ashes in my 
hand. I hold it for what appears to be a long moment, then 
gently place it in the ground. I stand briefly in a silence, 
with my memories on hold, then walk a few steps back to 
join the circle of friends, gathered around the young 
Imagination tree around which selected stones are laid. I 
place a rose—I had picked it earlier vaulting the fence of 
the Matrimandir rose-garden in the grey light of dawn—in 
the ground, as slowly some step forward and place their 
flowers from a large bowl into the ground. The bowl is 
tended by our youngest member, two years old, as jasmine 
and sandalwood incense burns. Finally, Jacques picks up a 
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mumpti and fills the hole with earth, stepping back again 
to join the circle. Gwendolen chants AUM a few times, 
before we slowly disperse making our way to Sophie's 
house for breakfast. 

I sit alone with my thoughts for a while as do a few 
others, go out and walk for five minutes in the garden, but 
soon a happy matter of factness takes over, buns, coffee 
and tea are prepared, cigarettes are shared, the tension of 
sadness is broken and we give ourselves over to remem-
bering a friend. I had shown up early, everyone was just 
stirring, somewhat bleary-eyed. My arrival had woken 
Yvonne up from a dream of Sophie—where she had simply 
been sitting with her and talking over tea. She tells me 
that the night before she had wanted to dream of her. 
Others felt her standing in the circle this morning, happy, 
and with us in an unseen way. "Son dernier acte." Yvonne 
sums it up. 

"Sa mort était son chef d'œuvre. Elle a toujours eu un 
sens dramatique. Tout le monde avait confiance dans sa 
créativité. et les costumes qu' elle avait fait pour Le Malade 
Imaginaire étaient une merveille, mais elle doutait trop 
d'elle-même. Les dernières années elle avait retrouvé l'es-
poir, mais c'était déjà trop tard. Maintenant. ce qui me reste 
d'elle: ses bouts des phrases, le souvenir de sa présence, ses 
quelques statues." 

"Tu sais, Sophie était quelqu'une de très désespérée. 
avec en plus cette créativité qu'elle avait en elle qu'elle ne 
pouvait pas exprimer. 'C'est là, en moi partout, mais pas en 
mes mains.' Son amour avec toi, c'était un beau cadeau, ça 
lui a redonné l'espoir." 

Death is another distance, another country... I no longer 
see you, except rarely, in dream, and yet at times I can 
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almost hear you, your lilting Savoyard 'Adieu', gently 
teasing me along the garden path, or, as I walk the road 
between the Eucalyptus trees at night, battling with my 
thoughts, and the scattered fragments of my memories. 
What remains? A sense, a precious sense of beauty, per-
haps, and at times your presence. 

Pierre fighting a similar battle to yours: 
"Quand la mort a susurré à tes oreilles et te tente, il faut 

s'accrocher, choisir la vie; parce que c'est facile de se laisser 
plonger. C'est une autre aventure. Quand tu as regardé la 
mort dans les yeux; quand elle t'a tenté et tu reviens, tu es 
toujours devant ce choix." 

"Est-ce qu'elle ne voulait pas mourir? Qu'est-ce que tu 
en sais? Elle avait de telles problèmes de communication, 
d'exprimer son amour, et elle était tellement sensible." 

"A beauty very fragile, very delicate, like porcelain. 
Without ever having known her closely, after feeling her in 
this way. I was amazed that she had been able to survive so 
long in this world." 

Death is another country... with its own laws, an unex-
plored domain, and not necessarily the opposite of what we 
call life 

The telegram I had sent from Annecy was read out at the 
Pour Tous Meeting, and those gathered had meditated for 
five minutes in silence. A member of the healing group that 
had worked with you, the last time you were here, felt you 
very strongly as did others in the group four days after you 
died. "L'amour qu'elle a déclenché à Auroville, c'était 
quelque chose d'extraordinaire, l'amour qu'elle a toujours 
cherché." 

Later Ludovico was to tell me in the Matrimandir 
teashop: "Ero rimasto multo impressionato quando ho 
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sentito ch'era morta. Normalmente la gente me le 
dimentico, ma lei la vedo sempre." 
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II 
 

NIGHT TRAIN SOUTH 
 
 

Well, Sophie, I begin this letter I had promised to write 
you. when we were pacing the quais of Chambéry together 
waiting for five hours in the freezing cold. The Napoli 
Express came through at 2 a.m.—I hadn't had enough 
money left for the couchette supplement on the Palatino 
that came by at midnight: I had spent it all by buying a 
round for that mute in that bar filled with off duty police-
men and Spanish pimps. toasting you in the dead city center 
of Chambéry. It was Friday night. and you would have 
thought it was Gdansk under curfew, there were so few 
people around, and of course knowing your sense of hu-
mour it could only have been Ascension Day. And now I 
write trying to bring it all back in this white room with a 
bottle of wine beside me and your photo; you have a child 
in your lap and you're staring at me and you're smiling but 
from where, now? Sometimes I feel you're distant and so-
metimes you're next to me in this room, talking to me. or 
sometimes just quiet and happy and I look out of this 
window at the lame-like sea rippled like tin foil, a distant 
boat and the still white pathway of the setting sun. I had 
always imagined sitting down and doing a bit of writing in 
this beautiful setting, but not in these circumstances and 
after the events of the past few weeks. 
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You knew, when I last spoke to you on the phone in 
Perpignan that I would come—even though you had asked 
me not to. that you would see me later in a couple of months 
when things were better. I knew I wouldn't see you but I had 
to be there, hoping against hope in a miracle despite what 
everyone told me. I suppose you got my letter, I tried to put 
all I could in it writing in Isabelle's living room that has 
changed since we were last there, that winter, three and a 
half years ago. And that incredible dream I had of you in 
Perpignan after our last phone-call a week ago, when I was 
looking for you in what seemed to be a bar in New York, 
and you were there. I couldn't see you at first but you came 
towards me, you were wearing a brown and yellow dress, 
and then I saw you and we held each other, and there was 
such an intensity, such a call, such a love, something I have 
never felt before. As music rose from the cafés and a couple 
below my window quarrelled in the streets, your last deli-
cate "Adieu" tore through my heart that night. Deafened by 
the vehemence of our hopes, sheltered by the clamour of 
our grieves, we cannot hear life's whispered psalms. 'Per-
ch'io non spero di tornar giammai...' 

 
You know, when we went up to Madras in that cab, and 

you slept with your head in my lap, and I saw you leave 
walking up those steps on the other side of the glass parti-
tion, and you turned around with the red rose from the 
Samadhi in your hair and you waved a last time, I knew 
somewhere that I might not be seeing you again. I knew 
without wanting to. But you know, somehow now my grief 
has given away, and there is nothing but a sense of your 
beauty that remains. Your beauty and your ashes. I spoke to 
Francoise on the phone this morning, she has them at her 
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place surrounded by flowers, there's no room for my roses 
yet, I'll bring them later on. It seems it was beautiful and 
peaceful on Tuesday, Francoise read some extracts from 
Prayers and Meditations, and even the priest wanted a copy 
afterwards. 

I just remembered, reading in one of those blue tattered 
notebooks I carry around with me, that afternoon when we 
came back from Madras, about a year ago. You had been 
describing your last two years in France as we passed 
through the small congested towns with their crazy bill-
boards, then fields and villages, slow-moving trains and 
stranded trucks. The colorful saris of the women in the 
paddies and the first green rising crop of rice. The smiles of 
passer-bys, a temple on the hillside. At sunset, just after 
Tindivanam we both fell silent and it was as if something 
strong and unseen had come down, and later I asked you, 
and you had felt the same thing. It was as if you were finally 
coming home, back to the country of your ancient soul. 

 
How easily we seem to adapt. You're no longer here, or 

are you? God, it seems only yesterday that we drank that 
bottle of wine which you had brought from France, with 
friends in their hut, and you held their child on your knees. 
Or when you came down to Forecomers for tea, leaving 
your moped in the shed, and Devi would take you by the 
hand. Big Sophie, she called you. Or when we walked 
through the forest of Fertile and you showed me where you 
wanted to build your house. "It's like picking up where I left 
off," you said. Or when you'd pass me on the roads driving 
the jeep, and it was like a memory from a dream, impossi-
ble to have imagined two years before in our white room in 
Annecy. Your coming back was already a miracle, and 
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perhaps it continues in ways I cannot see. A veil separates 
us like the waxing moon behind the clouds now curtaining 
the Gulf. Fading and then reappearing with a curved black 
slice lopped off. And yet its hinted light remains. How do 
you see us now from that other side? We who cannot see 
you. How I walked those empty streets, like a beggar with 
his broken bowl, a drunkard with his grief. 

Voices, Gia and Giusi in the garden talking in Genoese, 
and I nestling a heavy head after three quarters of that local 
wine last night. I like the 'Salve' with which one greets each 
other in these parts of Liguria, with its rugged blue grey 
hills, its vineyards and its pines. Local women on their way 
to the well are gossiping on the path as I hover between 
wakefulness and my last dreams. Another overcast day. I 
still haven't dreamt of you. 

God, those were a crazy five days in Annecy. Everything 
we lived there started coming back as the train from Per-
pignan approached Grenoble and I watched the mountains 
and thickly wooded hillsides, lush and green beneath a grey 
sky, rise up and greet me like familiar friends. I had been 
phoning Isabelle the week before and she clearly told me 
how things were and your voice on the telephone confirmed 
it. 

"Je ne veux que guérir, mais mon corps, il est révolté." 
"Une fois trouvé le conflit en soi, et je l'ai trouvé, c'est la 
guérison qui commence." "II n'y a rien de négatif, tout est 
positif. mais parfois je hurle." You remained ferociously 
concentrated those last few days—they had never seen 
anything like it—refusing pain-killers, keeping a lucid 
mind and will, not wanting to see many people, dominating 
your pain. Your kinesiologist phoned me up: 

"Tu sais, Sophie est une femme formidable, une volonté 
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formidable, et je la trouve ravissante, elle glisse; mais cette 
fois-ci. elle règlera quelque chose." I walked by the lake at 
night, staring at the hospital, concentrating, calling, or 
reading Savitri in the waiting room below. Your nurse was 
our go-between: "Elle ne peut pas te voir, mais elle vou-
drais bien que tu lui écrives." 

What were you living in those last few days when you 
couldn't speak anymore? But, you know, death is a liar who 
knows his lines well, and we still believe him. We will 
believe him until we choose to see. 

 
The decor has changed in Isabelle's living room, a 

faux-plafond, painted white, has covered the old roof 
beams, objects are now art-deco modern, the feeling is 
cooler, more in tune with the times, though a variety of 
nineteenth century Orientalist paintings still hang on the 
walls. There is one I had forgotten, of a black slave mas-
saging a white woman in the public baths above the antique 
Savoyard desk. The kitchen except for some new tiles, is 
much the same though, with its wood panelling, its collec-
tion of Savoyard plates on a rack behind the table and the 
loft where we used to sleep, and where I'm sleeping now. 
There is a warm fire in the living room and a lot of coming 
and going, Arthur has just come in from Alsace, he drives 
around the country going to different antique fairs, and 
though he sold his shop, the conversation still mainly 
concerns the 'cam' on the antique market. 

Isabelle, with her beautiful black grey hair in a long 
pony tail, is an angel letting me stay here again and sup-
porting my tense, brooding presence. She is, as usual, a 
bundle of energy, doing a hundred things at the same time. 
Working night shifts four nights a week, visiting you three 
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times a day, and staying with you when you need someone 
for the night. She's known you since you worked together in 
a factory twenty-five years ago, and her devotion knows no 
bounds. She must be getting by on three hours of sleep a 
day when she can grab it. Her friend comes in and out, a 
friendly man who reminds me of Depardieu, buys me a 
drink by the canals in the Bar De La Savoie where he knows 
everyone. It's another hazy day, as I write, cloudy with 
mists on the mountainside and a wine fair of local Ligurian 
wines in the square in front of the church of San Rocco. I 
just struck up a conversation from the kitchen balcony with 
an old local couple sitting below on the stairs by the path. 
About the weather, of course, thus the old fisherman, "Con 
la luna pie-na e sempre brutta e cosi da marzo." Three more 
days to the full. 

Was it Durrell who said one loves a city where one has 
loved a woman? Annecy isn't Alexandria, but I'm walking 
its streets in my mind, the streets we knew so well, strag-
gling with my memories and fears, and a vision that won't 
fade. It all comes back: our walks by the lake and beneath 
the trees by the Hotel de Ville, the Place Sainte Claire, the 
old canals, the Rue Philaterie, the same Arab children are 
playing in the courtyard of the H.L.M. where we lived, the 
old arcades, the cinemas we went to; the pizzerias where we 
ate. That evening when Roma, playing at home, lost the cup 
against Liverpool in overtime, and ruined my week. The 
medieval tower above Pont Morens where you used to live 
when you were married, going down to buy your groceries 
in long white silk gloves. The Rue Perriere, the Café des 
Arts, the dream you had where you saw yourself by the 
canals of Annecy in the Middle Ages. The local Prisunic 
where we bought our food the weekend with visiting 
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friends of Auroville who stayed with us, all crammed into 
our small flat after having picked grapes in different parts 
of Beaujolais. The Polish crew I worked with for eight days 
in Fleurie, the phone box outside of the café I phoned you 
from in the village, the dark November clouds, the low 
vineyard hills awash in mud. That night you walked me 
back from friends after fireworks over the lake, after I had 
downed before the wine, one Pastis too many. We were in a 
good mood that night, it was one of your first nights out 
after you had finished the chemotherapy. 

The times we would take the bus across the hills to 
Geneva for the day, buy tea for our friends, and eat at the 
Café Mollard on the square with the buskers and the 
archway with the clock. St. Amour and the empty streets of 
small town France, the crowds passing through the 
train-stations, Paris, Geneva, Annecy. Madras where we 
used to meet... it all flows back. The lake of Annecy in 
autumn... the mountain turning russet... two swans flying 
off above the still waters as in the distance two fishermen's 
boats etch the mist. Two chestnuts fall with a sudden 
splash, as the light dances, reflected from the lake on the 
turning leaves. A young woman walking through the park 
with her dog who stopped and suddenly turned as the 
chestnuts splash. Occasional joggers file by as the sun of an 
Indian Summer shines. Or when the first premonitions of 
spring started to appear and life returned after a long winter 
with gardeners at work and people walking in the park, 
workers building  boats by the  lake,  painters perched on 
their scaffolding by the old buildings in the medieval part of 
town and the unfrozen fountains flowing. 

The day Indira was shot and I phoned you in the early 
morning from Geneva where I was working as a sound 
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operator for an I.L.O. conference, to break the sad, dis-
turbing news. You came to meet me and our thoughts were 
with India to where I was soon returning, all day. All of it 
flowing through my mind, and more. Your last devastating 
battle, the way you held on like you did.. Ah Sophie, 
Sophie... was all your doctor could say. 

Well, the old fisherman was right, it's the foulest day so 
far—white caps streak the ocean, a turbulent grey, its buf-
feted tide patterns like the fur of a carpet after a party, 
rubbed vigorously all the wrong ways. Rain on the window 
panes falling since morning, nothing but clouds over the 
mountain and the sea. People were having dreams about 
you, you know. That doctor friend of yours who like me 
couldn't see you, dreamt he met you by the canals, your hair 
up, beautiful, of course, carrying a bouquet of roses. And 
when he asked to see your swelling you brusquely pushed 
him off, turned and walked away. He had another dream, 
and all he could do was send you roses. 

I wrote you one more time. I gave the letter to your 
nurse, the young one who was very nice. I don't think you 
read that one. "Je l'ai mis dans son tiroir," she said, "tu sais, 
elle ne va pas bien, ce n'est pas qu'elle ne veut pas te voir, 
mais tu sais, les femmes, elles sont un peu spéciales..." Her 
words come back: "Moi, je la trouve belle..." Francoise had 
come that evening from Geneva, but you wanted to be 
alone that night, "Je l'ai trouvée agitée," she said She was 
asleep in the top bunk bed of the loft when I came in back 
that night from walking through the town. I had sat re-
peating the mantra for hours beside the lake. 

The next day I decided to leave briefly for Genoa 
catching the evening train from Chambéry. I had spoken to 
Francoise that morning, and we would meet for lunch. I 
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went and bought my ticket at the station and, on my way 
back, some flowers for Isabelle. I then went up to meet 
Francoise at the hospital. She had asked you if it would be 
okay if she went out for lunch and with a gesture of your 
head, your eyes half closed, you had said yes. And still 
you'd been telling everyone you'd be up and out in three 
weeks.  

We ate in that same pizzeria we used to go to. The awful 
ritomelo music was getting on our nerves, but as we talked 
it ceased to bother us. I was still hoping you were going to 
make it. but Francoise asked me if you had talked about 
death with anyone. Your kinesiologist said you had and 
were without fear. Franchise showed me the book she had 
been reading to you from On Health and Integral Yoga, the 
one you had shown me when I came over for tea, that af-
ternoon at your place the day before you left for France. 
You had shown me photos and we had laughed a lot that 
afternoon. You had been worried about the swelling but 
looking into the mirror, had laughingly remarked "J"ai 
toujours la classe." Reclining on your cushions you had 
shown me the clay models of your latest sculptures of 
women with children on their knees. You had never done 
children before, only kneeling figures without faces, like 
the one I have in my house by the canyon. 

Francoise and I ordered another carafe, but then sud-
denly she felt she had to go. She asked me if I could buy her 
a couple packs of Cravens, and we said we'd meet later at 
Isabelle's. I slowly walked back to the apartment, and left 
again almost immediately, thinking of you intensely, al-
most desperately. Looking for a cafe in the rain. I found one 
by the Place Ste. Claire. Concentrating on you everything 
around me, the other people in the cafe and in the streets 
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appeared unreal, a shadow play of sorts, as most everything 
else had for the past two weeks. We live our lives unseen, 
carrying our thoughts, our hopes, our dreams, bound to 
them like a burning knot of fire. 

Suddenly, how much later I don't know, five minutes, 
ten minutes? the anguish subsided, and it was as if you were 
sitting there, talking to me, naturally, calmly, even happily, 
as vivid almost as that last afternoon in India before you 
left. This lasted for a while, and then I got up and returned 
to Isabelle's. My train was due in a few hours. I was writing 
out my address and phone number when the phone rang. It 
was Francoise. 

"Elle est en train de mourir." 
Isabelle and a friend ran out of the door, returning to get 

something they had forgotten, then ran out again, as 
stunned. I went over and stared out of the window at the 
Église Des Italiens. before I threw myself down into one of 
the black leather upholstered chairs. Arthur sits down be-
side me, there is not much to say. 

A few hours later we're wondering what to do with your 
body. If we're going to take it across the border to Geneva 
we'll have to do it within the next 14 hours. But you're not 
allowed to keep a body in your home in Switzerland. 
"Merde, on ne va pas la mettre dans une morgue quand 
même," and we have to take it out of the hospital within two 
hours. The cremation will be in five days. It's Kafkaesque, 
this trying to figure out what to do. 

Later we are all sitting around Isabelle's living room. 
Your parents and second sister are there, having arrived 
from Geneva, and Arthur is opening the two bottles of wine 
I had bought for them a few days back, hardly imagining 
they're being brought out for your wake. Francoise had 
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been with you the last hour, reading to you, helping you 
inwardly to take the plunge. "Elle a pris un grand soupir. 
Elle était en paix. En ayant vu Sophie mourir, je n'ai plus 
peur de la mort." 

There are tears in our eyes, no one is bothering to hold 
them back anymore. But there is also a strange happiness. 
In a way you're there, Isabelle has your photo up in the 
kitchen, the wind is blowing through your hair, and you're 
laughing, you're smiling. You'll be spending the night in the 
morgue after all, but tomorrow Isabelle will take you out to 
that chapel in the hills, the first place you wanted to visit 
when you came from Geneva. 

" Jamais je ne t'ammènerai là, jamais," Isabelle had said, 
"elle m'aura fait chier jusqu'au bout," she says between her 
laughter and her tears, next to your photo in the kitchen, the 
one where you're laughing, and the wind is blowing through 
your hair, and you're laughing and you're smiling, and 
somehow you're here. 

We went out to eat that evening at the Munich, "elle 
avait une façon si simple de me raconter les choses," 
someone says. We talked of you, and then of travelling: 
Egypt, the mountains and deserts of Marocco and Libya, 
Tibet, Afghanistan, the Andes. I remember you telling me 
Arthur was the type of man who would walk for thirty days 
through the desert without needing to speak, we share our 
memories of you, and a love for the wide spaces of this 
earth where once man's soul stood free. 

Well, I didn't take the train the next morning, you didn't 
want me to. I had had a last drink with Arthur at Le Bar de 
la Savoie, "Un 68 pour mon copain, il n'a pas le moral," and 
Le Vieux was even there, slightly older than when I last 
remembered him, but in ranting good form. I had gone by 
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the post office to send a telegram to friends, and I had to 
sign a form saying the address was correct, as the clerk 
couldn't find Auroville anywhere in her code book. The line 
behind me was getting restless. The somewhat dubious 
person next to me was trying to send his phone number to 
some character in Marseille. And there I was in my rain-
coat, with my shoulder bag and the Tibetan Book of the 
Dead on the counter, trying to send a telegram in English 
and explain to the bitchy clerk where Tamil Nadu was—I 
still wonder what language it finally arrived in. 

Back from a walk across the mountainside. After beer 
and foccacciete at Edgidio's, I walked to Ruta, then up to 
the Piettre strette and across the mountainside, leaving 
some flowers in your grove that overlooks the Saracen 
tower and the Cala d'oro below, where I meditated while 
they burned your body. The sun is out, but clouds patch the 
sky and sea, a rough shimmering blue today with a green 
turquoise band curled like a snake along the rocky coast, an 
endless Mayan snake. The plumed snake shedding its skin, 
our consciousness out riding death. We walk the old ser-
pentine processional route that winds its way through the 
downs past the tall waving grass and the burial mounds into 
the stone circles of Avebury—the circles of the sun. the 
circles of the moon. Wind and silence, the occasional 
horseman. It all comes back. A priest intones the wind, like 
a long forgotten dream, like lost echoes of the past, like the 
waves pounding the cliffs of Ireland's rocky coast, with 
their Atlantean lament. We had planned to go to Ireland, 
and to Venice as well, as we, like a lost tribe in this later 
age. retrace our steps, begin anew, again. 

No, I couldn't leave that morning. I had even stamped 
my ticket, but you asked me to stay at least until the eve-
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ning, "Je t'en supplie, restes encore un peu, tu iras en Italie 
ce soir," so I sat there on the quai and watched the train 
leave, and the T.G.V. for Paris pull in, the one I must have 
taken at least a dozen times, before checking my bag and 
walking with you towards Vignières. 

Well, I might be crazy, but I've been this way for a 
while. It happens when everything you believe in or live 
for, is. at least for the time being, invisible, but we walked 
together for a couple of hours, and you were talking to me, 
and I would reply to you inwardly. "Ça va être si merveil-
leux, tu ne t'imagines pas. mais tu verras, tu verras... Et puis 
je reviendrai, il est tellement beau là avec ses cheveux 
blancs, et il m'explique tout. C'est merveilleux, tu ne peux 
pas savoir, comme ça va être beau... J'ai un voyage a fai-
re—promènes-toi sur la montagne en Italie, je serai là, je te 
verrai plus tard.... Adieu..." We sat down on the bench be-
neath the tree, the same esplanade with the washing lines 
hung out, groups of people in the different doorways, 
looking up at the room where we had lived, and you had 
lived for two years before coming back to India the last 
time. We sat there for a long time, and then you told me you 
had to go, there were other people you had to see. You told 
me, why not go and eat in that small restaurant nearby we 
had gone to once, I had totally forgotten about it. You then 
left and I found it after walking around for twenty minutes, 
I hadn't remembered what side of the avenue it was on. 

Well, I had a salade savoyarde looking out at the rain, 
and looked for your obituary in the Dauphiné Libéré, but it 
wasn't there—you only died the day before. I wandered 
down to the old burnt-out hotel by the lake with its park 
where I would sometimes stroll at night, and I ended up 
staring at this young woman with another couple and two 
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kids who walked, delicately, with a slight stoop exactly as 
you used to... I must have watched her for twenty minutes. 

A coffee in the crèperie where we used to eat, you had 
joined me again—I was amused by the woman who stum-
bled unaccountably as she passed the chair where you were 
sitting, and then back to the station for the last train to 
Chambéry. We embraced, and I waved to you like so many 
times before, like the time you had looked at me and said, 
"Tu sais, to as déjà des cheveux gris, je suis contente, c'est 
moi qui te les a donnés." 

Good-bye, Sophie, my lovely one, farewell. 
  
 

 Blue-grey hills, 
 A setting sun, 
 Half moon on the bay; 
 A fog-horn on the gulf tonight 

 Mourns you on your way. 
 
 
It comes back to me as I finish this letter... 
There's a boat, looks like a pleasure yacht cutting its way 

towards Punta Chiappa and then no doubt on to Portofino, 
four freighters anchored off Genoa, its buildings clearly 
visible today, sprawling out between two hills like a lava 
flow that stopped at the sea which spreads out like a tur-
quoise mantle patched with brown. I can almost make out 
the faint trace of the far shore towards Savona on the 
western side of the gulf. 

I feel you distant, you are travelling the worlds. But then, 
who knows, is death a greater distance to communicate 
across than if we were living six thousand miles apart, 
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physically dependent on the mails for each other's news? I 
have yet to dream of you—but then one has to wait for the 
mail as well. Maybe I simply don't remember, the curtain of 
my mind won't budge, won't part to let me see: you might 
have to knock over my alarm clock, or have the cat knock 
down a bronze statue, so that I remember. 
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Moonlight in the Shade 
 
There's a half moon on the bay tonight 
There's a night train rolling north, 
There's a darkness in the alleys 
Of the back streets of the port. 
There's a group of old men playing cards 
In a cafe by the square 
There's a woman on the boulevard 
Whose passion I can't share. 
And I'm walking through these empty streets 
The streets we knew so well, 
Down by the old canals. 
Down by the old hotel. 
And I'm walking through the empty streets 
Beneath the old arcades, 
And everywhere I go, 
These visions just won't fade. 
These visions just won't fade. 
They're coming back to me. 
Like moonlight in the shade. 
Like sunlight on the sea. 
And we're talking by the canyon 
Late into the night, 
We're walking by the lake 
In the early evening's light. 
And "There is love and there is beauty." 
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I still can hear you say, 
Outside of the museum, 
As we sat in a cafe. 
And the rain was gently falling  
On the Place Ste. Claire,  
When suddenly I knew  
That you were sitting there.  
And your photo's in the kitchen  
The wind blows through your hair,  
You are laughing, you are smiling  
You are laughing, you are there.  
And I'm standing at a bar,  
With a grief I cannot hide  
But I know that you're not far,  
I can feel you by my side.  
And tonight we will ride,  
We will cross the great divide,  
We will let our dreams decide,  
We will let our dreams decide.  
And the sun rose on the mountain,  
I didn' t catch my train,  
And we walked those streets together  
Like we'll walk them once again. 
 
 

Annecy - San Rocco di Canogli  
May-June 1987 
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III 
 

Byzance 
 
 

Vers toi, toi, que j'ai tant aimé.  
G. Apollinaire 

 
 

I first met Sophie at Maya's tea shop in Aspiration, one 
hot summer afternoon, after bicycling back from Pondy. It 
was a casual enough meeting, at least in its appearances. 
She had just come from her dance class dressed in a leopard 
top and black tights, and had sat down opposite me at the 
one rather rickety table situated in the keet-roofed shade of 
Maya's mud wall locale. We used to argue about it later, but 
I remember she opened up the conversation, which was 
mainly about the difficulty people have communicating 
with each other in Auroville. And indeed, it was ironic 
enough: here we were, some four hundred people from all 
corners of the world, adventurers, pioneers, rebels, anar-
chists, spiritual seekers, renegade mystics, lovers of beauty, 
all drawn by one incredible dream, willing to leave every-
thing we had known behind, refugees from a past we no 
longer believed in, and a future that had no blueprint, here 
to build a city of a new world on a barren patch of rural 
outback in South India. And our main problem was simply 
communication... 
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Over the next year, I would pass Sophie occasionally on 
the dusty, pot-holed roads, or suddenly on a street comer in 
Pondy, where I would make way. She on her red Yezdi 
motorbike, I on my cycle (an antiquity that had a reputation 
of its own). Sometimes entering the bank, I would run into 
her as she was leaving, or I would notice her buying silks on 
Nehru Street for the costumes she was making for the 
French theater troupe. There was something about her—an 
uncompromising hauteur, a languid, somewhat mocking 
charm—I was immediately attracted to. I was fascinated by 
her, and by the combination I sensed in her, of an extreme 
fragility and sensitivity, and, in a more hidden way, of 
force. 

It was about a year later when I finally spoke to her 
again. I had heard that the theater troupe would be leaving 
soon for a tour of the Far East, and that Sophie, much to her 
undisguised disappointment, would not be going. It was a 
few days after the theater troupe had left that I happened to 
run into her at Chez Azziz, a Vietnamese restaurant, much 
frequented by Aurovilians, in Pondy. She was already 
halfway through her meal, when I walked into the small, 
otherwise empty room of the restaurant, with its posters of 
the Mona Lisa and the medieval section of Toulouse on 
facing walls. She was looking hot und uncharacteristically 
bedraggled that day, and I finally joined her for coffee. 
Before leaving, I invited her to come by for tea one after-
noon. I was to run into her again that weekend on the beach, 
and I remember the rather quizzical, intrigued look she 
gave me as I went over and sat down beside her. We pro-
ceeded to talk about something as banal as the catamarans 
on the horizon or the fishermen pulling in their nets. It was 
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only later that she remarked that it was at that moment that 
she knew that something was going to happen between us. 

A few days later, returning to Forecomers—the forest 
community I lived in—which with its surrounding canyons 
has a touch of the badlands or the American southwest— 
two friends who were in the kitchen when I came, mis-
chievously, and with a touch of curiosity, informed me that 
a beautiful French woman had come down on a motor bike 
that afternoon, looking for me. I tried to appear as blasé as 
possible, revealing nothing. "She didn't speak any English, 
and waited for about half an hour, but she did say her name 
was Sophie." Cornered by their curiosity, I answered as 
concommittal as possible. "Oh. Sophie, yes, she's part of 
the theater group, makes beautiful costumes." 

One evening, a few days later, I finally decided to visit 
her. Though already dark, it was not late, sunsets never drag 
themselves out in this part of the tropics, and night falls 
quickly. It was a twenty minute bicycle ride, flashlight in 
hand, down the perennially badly maintained road to the 
community that had seen its heyday eight years back during 
the revolution, and whose reputation was still based on 
those relatively tumultuous years. 

The thin sliver of a Shiva moon was visible behind the 
contorted silhouettes of the trunks and branches of the 
tamarind trees, curled like gnarled witches' fingers, point-
ing ominously at the sky. Turning off through the village 
darkness where the road leads down to the ocean, audible, 
but unseen, a couple of sharp curves brought me to the com-
munity gate and motorbike shed. 

At its inception, sixteen years before, a scattering of huts 
in a desert of hard rock-red soil, it had become an oasis of 
full grown tropical trees, sheltering some seventy people in 
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thirty thatched huts of different shapes and sizes. Discre-
tion, at certain moments, is still something I cherish, and I 
was able to find my way in the darkness and noticed, as I 
walked across the spacious clearing in front of the kitchen 
(where a few people were still sitting around talking) the 
trees, on all sides, gently swaying, bending, like tall magi-
cians praying, in the wind. 

The lights were on, and it was with a certain degree of 
trepidation that I approached her hut, outside of which 
stood a small clay figurine of a horse giving milk to its 
young filly. Entering a woman's room or house, when, of 
course, one is already somewhat taken by her, is like ap-
proaching and entering a sacred world, the exteriorised 
mandala of her personality, a private garden (the garden of 
the rose) where only a few are invited to walk. A garden 
that cannot be found except in certain states of openness 
and grace. Its visibility depending on the moods, on the 
whims of woman's magic, and your own receptivity. At 
such approaches you feel yourself as something of an in-
truder, a barbarian from the outer world, an infidel from the 
frontiers, a Visigoth staring at the splendours of Rome, 
burning brand in hand. One part of you wouldn't hesitate to 
start the fire, burn down what you are not used to, stay 
forever as you are, while the other part pleads that you have 
plunged from the world of fancy, of dreams imagined, the 
waiting for footsteps on the garden path, to that of Presence, 
of beauty in human form, of the true domain of women, 
whose laws and magic (expressed in a gesture, in a smile, in 
all it chooses to reveal and all that it can hide, yet still en-
igmatically suggest) are not those of the darkened masks of 
man. 
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She was sitting there, stretched out on her cushions, 
dressed in a pink punjabi, listening to Jacques Brel. She 
barely looked up when I walked in—she was to tell me later 
she thought I was someone else she had been 
half-expecting to drop in.... We spent the next few hours 
just talking, two people getting used to each other, and as I 
finally got up to leave, she asked me if I didn't want to 
stay—I could sleep on her couch—instead of bicycling 
home, but I felt awkward about it. She just laughed, "Les 
hommes, ils sont tous pareils!" Then she walked with me 
out across the clearing, with her flashlight, to the shed 
asking me one more time if I was sure I didn't want to spend 
the night. A delicate and uncertain moment, before she 
kissed me on my cheek and turned back with her slow walk 
down the path towards the kitchen. 

From then on I would visit her frequently in the after-
noons for tea, which she would serve out of a beautiful 
porcelain set that she had brought from Switzerland, and 
that had belonged to her family, or in the evenings for 
coffee. She would tell me of herself, her feelings about life, 
her parents and her sisters with whom she had considerable 
difficulties relating and coming to terms with, particularly 
as regards the memories of her childhood, a complex in-
tertwining of love and hate, of disillusionment, of hardness 
and the inability to forgive, of a desperate need for love, 
and of the grey harsh void of its absence, of tenderness. 
And particularly of her sense of delicacy and refinement. I 
remember her at one point stretched out across her tur-
quoise embroidered silk cushions, with their fire-bird motif, 
which she had made herself, saying, with an almost languid 
gesture of her arm. "Il faut amener Byzance ici." 
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We made love for the first time, about a week after that 
evening, when she stayed the night at my place by the 
canyon. We had been talking for hours, beneath the stars, 
looking out at the horizon, lined with silhouettes of pal-
myras, standing like sentinels at guard beneath the black 
star-bolted vault of the sky. A silence punctuated by the 
wind that sometimes carried the ocean's distant roar, the 
sound of a motorbike returning home late, the strains of 
temple music from the village, or the hoot of a horned owl 
or a coyote's call. The desolation of the canyon and the 
immensity of the Southern sky made her uneasy reminding 
her of death, of her loneliness at night, it was too open, too 
unprotected too unfamiliar. Our relationship was to begin 
from that moment on, we would see each other two or three 
nights a week, go into Pondy for meals, or drop in occa-
sionally at each other's place for tea. 

Sundays, we would bike six kilometers down the road 
and spend the day at the beach, the coast-line curving 
northward frequently visiting Ludovico, an Italian friend of 
ours whose aristocratic tendencies he did his best to hide, 
and who had been a professor in contemporary history at a 
number of universities in Germany, specializing in revolu-
tionary movements in the Balkans in the twenties. He knew 
everything you ever wanted to know about Albania. He was 
at present spending his time in relative exile, building up 
his one-man domain, by the Coromandel Sea, like a char-
acter out of Conrad. We would often stay for lunch, going 
into the near-by village to buy fresh fish from the wizened 
squatting old ammas, cooking it then on a grill. With his 
perennial three day growth, grey hair, and rather cultivated 
attitude of world-weariness, although only in his 
mid-forties, he seemed like some Cagliostro on the run with 
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an Erich von Stroheim style. His impromptu observations 
would amuse me. 

"American women are simply not interesting. Unlike 
Europeans, they do not have the culture and fascination of 
two thousand years of treachery and betrayal behind them. 
There is no refinement in their betrayals." 

In the middle of a conversation, he would utter a caustic 
near aphorism, with all the pessimism of philosophy behind 
it Looking out at the sea with catamarans on the horizon, as 
the conversation touched upon the subject of eternity, he 
was to say, "Eternity, for me is a bit like death. And I don't 
believe in prayer." Sophie was fascinated, or at least in-
trigued by him, and they would sit around talking in Ger-
man for hours. Part of the attraction lay in the way they 
could see through each other's painstakingly cultivated 
roles of lassitude and world-weariness, the bow, the 
movement of the mask, knowing fully well that outside the 
chandeliered reception hall, with its Byzantine facade, the 
canals stank and the world lay in ruins. 

 
Sophie had been unwell for years, frequently com-

plaining of pain throughout her body, and would occa-
sionally have nervous breakdowns, usually at night. A 
week she spent at the hospital for tests revealed nothing, 
and she was convinced her physical state had something to 
do with a weak liver she had had operated on in France few 
years before coming to Auroville for the first time. 

One afternoon in August (we had been together for a 
little more than five months at this point), she came out of 
her bathroom having noticed a swelling of her throat 
glands, and showed it to me wondering what it was. She 
had just read an article on Aids, and immediately started 
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imagining the worst. Her continual fatigue would have fit 
the symptoms. She had a way to suddenly taking decisions, 
selling her Marantz sound system and Yezdi motorbike, 
and on her next trip to Madras a plane ticket for France. "I 
always travel one-way." 

Her ticket was for September fifth. 
The next two weeks went quickly, Sophie was busy with 

selling her few things, that would give her enough money 
for her first few weeks in Europe, trips to Pondy to buy gifts 
and materials as well as getting her income tax clearance, a 
trip to Madras for her exit visa, making clothes for herself 
as well as storing her possessions for her return, including 
the few clay models for statues she had planned to spend 
more time at. Despite the one-way ticket, she was planning 
to return. 

A few weeks later, a friend and neighbour from Aspira-
tion took us down on his motorbike in the pre-dawn dark-
ness to the main road where we flagged down and caught 
the 5.30 a.m. express bus to Madras. Our intermittent 
dozing was interspersed with the first rays of sunlight 
breaking over deltas or through the coconut and palm trees, 
a coffee break in a truck stop town that housed the district 
law courts, the Pondy-Madras train inching north, villagers 
squatting in the paddies, at dawn, and, before we knew it, 
the chaos and traffic of another day, as we entered the in-
dustrial suburbs of Madras. 

We located a hotel in the bustling central section of the 
city by the pink red towers of Madras Central, and spent the 
day walking Mt. Road with last minute shopping, lunch at 
Fiesta in the arcades next to Spencers, and at a south Indian 
restaurant in the evening. On the rickshaw ride back to the 
hotel that night, we were particularly open to drinking in, 
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absorbing the sounds, the silhouettes, the faces, the smells, 
the atmosphere of India at night, that though familiar, 
suddenly became vivid, etched with the poignancy of de-
parture, and by the fact we knew we might not be sharing it 
again together for a while, on our senses and our minds. 
Sophie was in a reminiscent mood, recalling stories of the 
past few years, as well as trying to remember a hotel she 
had stayed at, The Queens Hotel, a few years back whose 
faded old colonial touch she had liked, and which she 
would like to stay at again when she eventually returned. 
We talked of travelling and where we might go if I came to 
Europe—Venice, with its Byzantine touch of the Levant, 
and Ireland—where I had studied before coming to India 
and which I loved—were foremost on the itineraries of our 
mind. We were never to make it to either place. 

The hotel by the station left something to be desired, 
mosquitoes shared the room, the fan barely worked, and the 
bed sheets and towels were clean only by Indian train sta-
tion standards. Not in the mood for dramatic farewells and 
too anxious of what the next few months might bring, we 
slept fitfully and didn't make love. "A quoi ça sert?", she 
said, and were up early the next morning. Given the sur-
roundings, an alarm clock was the last thing we needed to 
make sure we were up. After a quick pot of coffee and the 
semblance of breakfast at the hotel, a short rickshaw ride 
had us in ample time at the station for the 9.30 Bombay 
Mail. Having found our track on the billboard amongst the 
trains whose names were more romantic, evoking mythic 
landscapes of the mind, than the actual destinations they 
served: The Brindavan Express, the West Coast Express, 
the Coromandel Express, The Nilgiri Mail, the Varanasi 
Express, The Hyderabad Express. We quickly found our 
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way there through the sitting, sleeping, squatting, jostling 
crowd of the main hall framed by newsstand, milk and 
soft-drink bars, fruit stalls and luggage depots. Her luggage 
on the train, we were oblivious to the quai-side crowd of 
families, porters carrying luggage of the upper class Indi-
ans, the beggars on their crutches, and the black-jacketed 
ticket inspectors double checking the reservation lists af-
fixed with great ritual to the side of the red and yellow In-
dian Railways carriage. 

We embraced, holding back our emotions with diffi-
culty. She decided not to wait until the last minute to board 
the train, and found her seat almost immediately. I could 
see fielding polite questions from the plump sari-clad 
woman opposite her. She would be sharing the com-
partment with her for the next thirty-six hours. She man-
aged a frail wave from behind the bars of the window of her 
compartment, and as the red train left the station, standing 
midst the ebbing quai-side crowd, I cursed it as a thief. 

 
The next few weeks I experienced that particular frus-

tration of the sub-continent, of being at the mercy of the 
French and Indian mails for my next news of Sophie. Fi-
nally one afternoon, two weeks later, the messenger who 
makes the rounds of Auroville, three times a week on his 
bicycle, arrived with a letter postmarked from Annecy. I 
immediately sat down to read it at the round black granite 
table of the Forecomers kitchen, littered with notepads, 
yesterday's 'Hindu', held down by a chipped lingam, and a 
well-used espresso machine. With a framed blue poster of 
Krishna as a child hung above a Tamil calendar on one of 
the granite pillars that held the roof beams of the tiled roof, 
surrounded by potted plants and ferns, and the clustered, 
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oppressive lushness of the nearby palmyras and desert 
cactuses, neem trees and hibiscus bushes, bougainvilleas, 
and a splash of purple orchids in bloom, I tried to imagine 
the sense of contrast she must be feeling back in Alpine Eu-
rope after three years in the tropics. I could almost feel it in 
the postmark alone, and I recalled how Sophie used to 
speak longingly, as the wind blew through the casuarina 
trees at night, of how she missed sleeping under quilts and 
the pine trees and snow of Europe in winter. There is 
nothing like the violence of contrast to define and focus in 
the mind's eye, with the preciseness of an etching, memo-
ries and impressions that would otherwise remain uncap-
tured, like a line of lone palmyras on a horizon above a 
canyon, beneath a grey-white monsoon sky, that one sud-
denly, in an absent moment, sees vividly for the first time. 

She described her journey, how the train lashed by the 
furies of the monsoon, had arrived three hours late in 
Bombay where she proceeded straight out to the airport in 
the afternoon for her early morning flight. She described 
stripping to the waist and washing as thoroughly as possible 
in the only to be imagined woman's room, but lucky enough 
to find running water. The flight after that had been un-
eventful. She had yet to receive the results of her tests, but I 
could already feel she had embarked on a journey, a jour-
ney into her past that was linked to her future no longer a 
postponed possibility, no longer looming like monsoon 
clouds on an inner horizon. She had arrived like some 
traveller in winter on a river bridge, at a crossroads of her 
destiny and her choice. 

"Quoi te dire— que tu me manques? Beaucoup, mais je 
ne veux le dire maintenant, et pourtant je serais si bien dans 
tes bras à me laisser aller tendrement. Tu comprends bien 
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ce qui m'arrive? Tu comprends que j'ai une chance folle que 
tout bascule en moi! C'est important, très important. Je ne 
peux même plus parler de mes états d'Âme, je n'en ai plus. 
J'ai posé mon Âme dans les mains de Mère, je ne m'en 
occupe plus. Le mental non plus, d'ailleurs, je ne m'en sers 
plus que pour rire de ce qui m'arrive et essayer de rester 
branché sur Son amour et Sa confiance. J'ai une telle pêche 
que ca sera très vite fait... pour l'instant toute mon énergie 
est mis là-dedans... J'ai tellement envie d'être au dehors de 
tout cela, de finir de jouer avec la maladie, et la mort, assez, 
assez, assez, je veux vivre." 

A month later she was to inform me half jokingly, half 
unbelievingly of the results of her tests and diagnosis: 
Hodgkin's disease, a cancer of the lymphatic nodes that was 
already in an advanced stage. And with her first operation 
and the beginning of her treatments, the mood in her letters 
began to change. 

"Moi aussi, je te serre dans mes bras, et laisse couler mes 
peines, je reste longtemps là, tranquille, et je suis bien, mais 
la réalité n'est pas souvent très joyeuse, et pourtant je fais 
des efforts, j'appelle la joie, l'harmonie, mais toujours ce 
grand choc dans mon cœur, qui entraine la tristesse, et je 
n'arrive pas a rattraper le fil. Parfois j'ai l'impression d'avoir 
perdu le contact, mais je n'ose pas trop le formuler, parce 
que je ne veux pas y croire, je ne sais pas ce qu'il y a der-
rière tout ca, mais j'espère très fort, la vie." 

"II me semble qu'il y a des siècles que je suis partie 
d'Auroville, et des années lumières qui nous séparent, de-
puis que je suis ici, je ne pense a rien, j'essaye seulement de 
me recentrer, me rassembler." 
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After a trip through Kerala, I decided in November, the 
month of the monsoon rains, to return to Europe after an 
absence of a few years. 

 
It's winter as I stare out through the large living room 

windows of Isabelle's apartment at the rain and sleet falling 
on the ice-bound canals of the medieval section of Annecy. 
The trees and the nearby lake are shrouded in mist, and a 
fire is going, casting its shadows on the dark plush 
wood-panelled interior room, filled with dozens of pain-
tings of 19th century north African scenes. I'm sitting on the 
leather couch, whiskey glass in hand, getting used to new 
people and a new scene. Arthur, my host. Le Vieux, and 
two friends, are playing dice at a table in the slightly raised 
section of the large living room, and talking about their 
'cam' which is the term they use when referring to mer-
chandise in their antiquitarian shop-talk circles. 'J'ai acheté 
un Moreau il y dix ans pour 1200 Francs, et je I'ai vendu 
pour huit briques," Le Vieux says while rolling the dice. 
Arthur, Isabelle's husband, has an antique store specializing 
in Savoyard furniture downstairs, and Le Vieux, perhaps in 
his late forties, is in and out of town, doing the fairs of 
France from Paris to Toulouse, living out of a pick-up van, 
with his dog, at present curled up at his feet, as his constant 
travelling companion. He's been in the business for over 
twenty years, and is a character known from Calais to Per-
pignan, with enough stories to keep Balzac working over-
time. Like the rest of us, he is sleeping at Isabelle's, it's too 
cold to sleep in his truck outside, and for some reason in-
volving a woman, he can't go back to his apartment. 
Christine Ockrent's voice comes on the news as the topic of 
conversation changes to the ongoing truckers' strike that 
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has paralysed the roads of France. Vegetables are fast dis-
appearing from the market, and the Parisians are beginning 
to get nervous about their food supply. 'Let the bastards 
starve', is the general feeling down here, and a certain de-
gree of local pride is involved as the strike started in 
Haute-Savoie, before spreading across the country. Sophie 
is upstairs in the second-floor loft, sleeping, having gone to 
bed early, and Isabelle's in the kitchen cleaning up. as my 
thoughts wander back over the events and impressions, the 
contrasts of the last few weeks. 

Only a few weeks before, a small group of friends had 
gathered to send me off, in the Forecomers kitchen, into the 
early hours of the morning. When all the motorbikes had 
finally started up. shattering the forest silence, and left, I 
packed and locked my last belongings into my sailing bag, 
placed it on the back of my cycle, and with a last look 
around at the familiar Peepal tree that sheltered the kitchen 
and guest house, cycled out through the twin granite pillars 
turning right on the bullock-cart path, and the old smug-
gler's route short cut to Pondy. 

It was a chiaroscuro ride in the early faint grey red light 
of dawn, past canyons and fields, and the darkness of the 
palm tree and coconut groves. Draped silhouettes of human 
figures could be seen squatting in the fields or standing by 
the temple in the middle of the village by the dried up river 
bed. The village was already stirring, the first tea-shops and 
stalls were already opened, faintly illumined by the glare of 
hissing kerosene lamps. After twenty minutes I had reached 
the main Madras-Pondy road where the bullock carts 
creaked lumbering with their loads of their freshly cut 
wood, and the occasional bus or painted truck, loaded with 
trunks from the forests of Kerala, bombed by, all horns and 
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no breaks, on the last leg of their journey into town. With 
the gaudy colours, part of dawn's magic show, appearing on 
the walls of the houses, I finally made it into Pondy. 
Leaving my bicycle in front of the Maison d'Auroville, I 
hailed a rickshaw for the bus stand where I arrived with ten 
minutes to spare for the last early morning express bus that 
would take three and a half hours to reach Madras. 

The contrast could not have more complete when barely 
twenty-four hours later, after a three and a half hour eve-
ning flight that rode the monsoon ranges, to Bombay, and a 
seven hour stopover, my Air France flight began its descent 
in winter darkness over Paris. It's strange, but it usually 
takes you longer to get to your point of embarkation in In-
dia, whether by bus, train, taxi, rickshaw or cycle, or a 
combination of all of the above than it takes you to fly 
half-way across the world. 

The grey dark skies and the emptiness of the airport, 
after the chaos and colours of India, struck me as a symbol 
of Europe at the end of the twentieth century. My youngest 
sister whom I hadn't seen in three years, was waiting for me 
on the other side of the customs, dressed in red and black, 
the colours of anarchism, with freshly hennaed hair. I was 
glad to see her, and we lingered for over an hour at the air-
port cafe counter, catching up on each other's news, over 
demis, croissants and café au lait, before catching the 
shuttle to the station and the train to the Gare de Lyon. I was 
back. 

The Gare de Lyon, with its imposing nineteenth century 
clock tower, stands out as one approaches it down the Rue 
de Lyon from the Place de la Bastille, dominating the early 
morning darkness like a later day version of the Tour St. 
Jacques at Chatelet, starting point in the Middle Ages of the 
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pilgrims' route to Compostella. It was the starting point of 
my first overland trip to India as well, and with its Belle 
Époque restaurant and bar, decorated with murals of the 
destinations its network used to serve, it has always evoked 
in me the romance of travelling, of setting out, of unknown 
destinations and pilgrimages begun. Its decor still reflects 
that nineteenth century attitude that saw travelling as an art, 
an experience to be cultivated and refined upon, an act for 
initiates. 'Les vrais voyageurs sont ceux-là seuls, qui partent 
pour partir,' wrote Baudelaire. We are addicted, like a 
nineteenth century hashishin, to those poignant moments of 
departure. We are always leaving, everything changes, and 
nothing we have known will last. It is the journey alone that 
lasts in whatever form. 

Sophie was waiting for me at the other side of the cus-
toms at the Geneva station, at the top of the stairwell, her 
gazelle-like feature looking frail and hesitant, and dressed 
in a turquoise sweater and black overcoat and dress. We 
were to drive to her sister's apartment nearby who was away 
for the weekend—where we were to leisurely catch up on 
our stories of the last four months over steak and spinach 
and a bottle of Châteauneuf-du-Pape. That afternoon, we 
drove down to the lake with its fountain and pad-
dle-steamers I remembered from my childhood, and re-
turning, we sat out on the terrace of the cafe in front of the 
Beaux Arts where she had studied in the late sixties. Ge-
neva was in many way her city, and she was showing me 
her sights. Durrell was right when he said one comes to love 
a city where one has loved a woman. Annecy and Geneva 
will remain for me as part of Sophie's geography. 

The seven months I was to spend with her in Europe 
return to me now as a suite of images, of streets and places 
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where we walked, of situations, fragments of conversa-
tions, remembered dreams, train stations—The Gare de 
Lyon and Geneva's Cornavin—the housing complex where 
we moved into and lived, after three weeks at Isabellas in 
Annecy, the sound of the Arab children playing in the 
courtyard. Hospital corridors, her vials of Temesta and 
Natulan by her bed in her white room, her small precious 
objects, her stone statuette of Ganesh, and her ivory one of 
Krishna, the tapestry of Krishna and the Gopis on the wall, 
her collection of sea-shells, and the postcards of India on 
the wall. Her framed photo of Mother, a couple of small 
potted cactuses, the mailbox at the bottom of the stairwell, 
which we would open in the afternoon on our walks back 
from town hopefully looking for a letter from India amidst 
the flyers from the supermarket, announcing their latest 
bargain discounts on meat. The crèperies and cafés beneath 
the arcades of old Annecy where we would sit and talk, our 
walks by the lake with its gutted out and boarded up hotel, 
the convent where she went and lodged for ten years—one 
of her worst memories—and which was a three minute 
walk from where we lived. It was as if she had come back 
across a broken bridge, without knowing it, to face her past. 

In the early hours over pre-dawn darkness, over coffee 
and croissants at the Geneva train station, she tells me of a 
dream where she was up in the Blue Hills of South India. 
The atmosphere was autumnal with falling leaves, and the 
place looked like it was being closed up. She gathered a sort 
of mango fruit from the ground and noticed Satprem, the 
French writer whose books had set many people out on 
their quest, walking over to a car with three people in it. 
Then, from a distance he turns, looks at her and smiles. 
Travelling with a friend, in the mid-seventies, she had come 
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across a book of Satprem's in a boarding house by a lake in 
Sumatra which was to lead them to South India, and a first 
brief one-day visit to Auroville. 

"J'aimerais que ca aille si vite que j'ai envie de tout 
casser." 

Another night, she wakes up exhausted from a dream 
where she was in a tractor ploughing a field all night, which 
was her body. 

We discussed different approaches to healing cancer; 
she had opted for chemotherapy and radiation which she 
combined with a raw food diet. She didn't feel confident 
enough to rely on alternative approaches such as visuali-
zation, although she did incorporate some of its elements as 
outlined by the Simontons. In her approach, her struggle, 
she was being forced, she felt, to evolve a new relationship 
to her body which she had mistreated and neglected too 
long. As if her soul's intransigence refused its earthly 
counterpart which then at last rebelled. 

Once reminiscing about smoking opium with a doctor 
friend and a group of people for days on end in a farm house 
in Brittany, remembered with a vague silk-like delicacy, 
she was to say, 

"Sur la terre je ne crois en rien des mécanismes humains, 
je crois en quelque chose d'ailleurs." 

And then about her troubled relationships with men, 
"J'aime les hommes pour leurs défauts." 
There was something of the Romantic Refusal of im-

perfection in her as well as a fascination, even a dangerous 
one with the broken beauty it entails. In a café outside of the 
Rodin Museum whose work she adored, she was to say as 
the evening rush-hour traffic swirled outside. 
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"Par goût de perfection, je n'ai rien entamé dans ma vie, rien 
fait. II n'y a que l'art et l'amour dans la vie qui comptent; et 
la beauté, c'est l'amour. Tout le reste est laid." 

She was dealing a lot with her childhood memories, her 
need and search for affection and attention. The youngest of 
three sisters who were still working out their complex re-
lationships to each other, she remembered a tyrannical 
grandmother who brooded, chain-smoking Gauloises in her 
room in a country house in the Jura, but who had taken a 
liking to Sophie. Her father trying to strangle her mother on 
the staircase. Her mother who was raped—with Sophie in 
her womb—by retreating German soldiers during the war, 
and who put her out on the doorstep with her suitcase at the 
age of five, sending her off to a convent boarding school for 
ten years without ever coming to visit her. At times, without 
knowing it she would break down, particularly before 
leaving on a trip, much in the same way as her mother had 
done at the same age. Her sisters felt that Sophie had always 
been demanding and self-absorbed. Her sense of detail, 
almost preciousness, came out in her memories of a small 
white mouse under the table by her high chair on the red 
carpeted floor of a plush luxurious hotel. Touching her 
heart once, she said: 

"C'est dur comme du bois là-dedans, il faut que ca s'ouvre. 
J'ai tout le temps dedans un grand chagrin d'amour." 

The effects of chemotherapy didn't help. Whether 
smashing plates because of a remark I had made, or trying 
to stab herself with a knife while banging her head on Isa-
belle's kitchen table before I pulled her back, she was fre-
quently no longer herself. 

"Je me sens devenir folle, j'ai peur de ça. Si se sont les 
médicaments qui me rendent comme ca, alors c'est crimi-
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nel. Quand je ne suis pas bien, chaque chose m'angoisse, le 
bruit de la montre, les voitures qui passent..." 

"Chemotherapy destroys the rapidly dividing 
cells—affects the bone marrow's production of red and 
white blood cells. Radiotherapy can have the same effect. 
Normal to wait 1 to 2 weeks until the red blood cell count is 
up. Otherwise, with too few red blood cells the immune 
system of the body can be susceptible to infection," my 
doctor tells me on the phone. 

One night at the Tour d'Argent, a brasserie off the Place 
de la Bastille, after we had come out from seeing John 
Huston's version of Under the Volcano, after dinner as we 
sat speculating whether the couple next to us were going to 
end up making it that night or not, she was to suddenly 
remark: 

"Je suis fière de mon cancer, comme ça ils verront," and 
then, self-mockingly, "T'avais pensé, qu'avec un cancer 
j'aurais pu me permettre tous mes caprices, ben non..." 

"II faudrait qu'on se trouve tous avec un cancer pour tout 
laisser tomber, et on sera là à nous regarder, étonnés, les 
uns, les autres." 

Then suddenly one day, after three nightmare months of 
going to the hospital by ambulance three times a week, in 
the early morning winter mists, while spending the week-
end at her family's run down country house in the village of 
St Amour in the Jura, Sophie was to tell me, 

"Pendant deux mois, je pensais à mourir, mais aujour-
d'hui, ici, je me sens bien, pour la première fois, malgré tout 
ce que j'ai passé, je sens une joie dans mon corps." 

It was around the same time that I woke up in the middle 
of the night in our white room from a dream I had of her. 
She was sitting at our table in the middle of the room, where 
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she had a beautiful child with stupendous eyes on her 
knees, and the child's name was Felicity. There were some 
threatening troll-like entities who were scaling the walls 
outside from the courtyard, that had to be repulsed, not 
physically but by the power of the atmosphere in the room. 
She had been dreaming at the same time of being on the 
ocean, sailing. 

Our relationship wasn't easy, we were similar in many 
ways, she was older and saw too many things in myself, 
attitudes, roles, a frequently intransigent way of reacting to 
things, that had been her own ten years before. And she was 
one of the most intuitive people I've known, frequently 
sensing, expressing what I left unsaid in our conversations, 
and at times arguments, as if she knew exactly what I was 
thinking. 

"Tu ne me dis jamais rien de toi-même, de tes peurs, de 
tes angoisses, de tes aspirations, c'est toujours moi qui 
parle." 

"Tu es complètement dans ton monde à toi, on ne par-
tage rien. Tu n'entres jamais dans mon histoire." 

She was alone, alone with herself and her choice, in that 
one white room, of wanting to live or not. Alone with her 
fears and her doubts as well. Her intuition went along with a 
certain fragility, like porcelain, and a delicacy of feeling 
with its call or need for beauty, but which lacked the 
self-defences, a lack accentuated by the treatments she was 
going through, that most people once having built up, never 
get out of, except through alcohol or love. 

"Tu es fasciné par les femmes, mais tu les méprises en 
même temps." 
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Our relationship, when living together in one small 
room, was a frequent tug of war, but I refused to see her as a 
sick person, with all the hushed drama that cancer entrails. 

"Ce n'est pas harmonieux entre nous. Ca ne veut pas dire 
qu'on ne s'aime pas. Le problème dans nos relations, c'est 
qu'on choisit par nos déséquilibres, et non par nos équili-
bres." 

The tension would build up to the point where I would 
leave for a week or ten days up to Paris, or over to England 
to see my sister who had just graduated from university. I 
would then phone her, and our phone calls—one from a 
hole in the wall hotel room in London—would leave me 
feeling like Napoleon after Waterloo. After one of our calls 
I received a card: 

"J'étais émue de t'entendre. Nous deux, il ne faut pas se 
laisser enfoncer dans la quotidienneté" 

Candle-light in the kitchen in an apartment in Paris, the 
meal is over and five of us are sitting around the table, 
eating fruit from a black bowl and watching a fourties rerun 
with Erich von Stroheim, on the small Sony portable. 
Sophie is gently stroking the hair of Francoise— a volup-
tuous young woman of twenty-five who has a strong 
pre-Raphaelite flair to her, and with a casual offhand ges-
ture remarks "Maintenant, la noblesse déchue est la mode." 
My two sisters are there. We're finishing off a second bottle 
of Cahors, as the coffee is coming up, and contemplating a 
midnight walk in the quartier, down to The Ravaillac, a 
Polish bar near St. Paul-Le-Marais. Sophie leaves for 
Denmark tomorrow evening, to meet a young doctor and 
check out an alternative vitamin-based therapy for cancer. 
She has finished her chemotherapy and is undecided 
whether to go on radiotherapy or not. My doctor who is 
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never much inclined to prescribing medicine, just spent an 
half hour on the phone with me, trying to convince me of 
the folly of Sophie stopping her treatment at this point, 
given the high rate of success it has with Hodgkin's disease. 
Sophie is in a dilemma, not quite knowing what she should 
do, but feels like considering and investigating different 
approaches before deciding whether to continue or not. She 
wants to make a conscious choice of a treatment most 
suited to her situation and relationship with her body. 

After seeing her off at the Gare du Nord on the early 
morning train, I walked four miles to a cafe near St. Mien 
Le Pauvre in front of Notre Dame for breakfast. Smoke-
stacks between the Gare de Lyon and the Seine traced a 
faint smile on a pink wounded sky, as the first green buses 
plyed their way down the avenues; scattered apartment 
lights were coining on the Isle St. Louis, as faint silhouettes 
of joggers passed me by in the greyness by the Seine, and I 
imagined the scout-like alchemist, keeping his stone vigil 
high up behind the gargoyles of Notre Dame, gazing out on 
the city as it wakes, on its ocean of spires, towers, roofs, and 
avenues. When I arrived at the cafe, its first tilted chairs had 
just been set out on the freshly washed streets, a slow 
moving green garbage truck manned by tall black Africans 
was heading towards the Latin Quarter, and last night's 
debris of stacked crates and empty bottles. A woman was 
already selling cigarettes at the Tabac window, as I slided 
up to the comptoir for a coffee and croissant. I always enjoy 
the empty streets of dawn. 

Sophie was different when she returned from Copen-
hagen, a city she liked. Her mood was lighter, I sensed it 
immediately when I met her at the Gare du Nord on her 
return. She was now convinced about going ahead with the 
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radiotherapy treatment which she was going to combine 
with a raw vegetable whole grain diet as well as some of the 
visualization exercises of the Simontons'. Curing herself 
was less a matter of the treatment chosen but of personal 
will and the choice to live, a choice she felt she still had to 
make. A hidden force in her to live struggled with her outer 
fragility and doubts, in an uneasy tango of body and soul.  

Whatever the reason for her journey (she said she had 
had three different dreams of the ferry before), she told me, 
"La peur m'a été enlevé" Something had happened 

Her decision to go ahead with the second half of her 
treatment received a bizarre confirmation a few weeks later 
as if events conspired to tell her she had made the correct 
decision. She had gone to the post office to pick up a 
package containing vitamins that had arrived from Den-
mark, and she had the impression that the clerk was taking a 
rather long time locating the package. Finally it was pro-
duced, and she signed for it. On leaving the Post Office, two 
plain clothes policemen in leather jackets sandwiched her 
and asked her if she was indeed Sophie L., and would she 
please come with them. Pushed into a police car which 
drove her to a commissariat, there followed a three hour 
interrogation of surpassed finesse and subtlety. "Ah, ma-
dame, vous avez le cancer, c'est bien original, on verra ça, 
on l'a déjà entendu souvent." They were members of the 
customs police, well known for their brilliant I.Q.s who 
thought they were on to the biggest cocaine bust of their 
career. They informed her that the samples had been sent 
off by car (at taxpayer's expense) to Lyon to be analyzed, 
and they would know the results within a few days. When 
they phoned her up a few weeks later with the dangerous 
rundown of vitamins the package contained, she refused to 
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come by and pick them up, and they were finally delivered 
to her door by a sheepish would-be Clint Eastwood, with no 
apologies, of course. 

After the last day of her treatment, it seemed as if a long 
night finally had given in to day. It would take a while for 
her to build up her strength, as well as work out and come to 
terms with some of her lingering problems and traumas 
from her past, but she had already started going to a psy-
chiatrist, in Rumilly, a town thirty kilometers away, taking 
the afternoon train there twice a week. He let her talk, im-
posing only a few interpretations, sometimes they would sit 
in silence for half an hour, his presence a catalyst, the ses-
sions a forum for her to verbalize, as a first step, the con-
frontation with a past she wanted to come to terms with, and 
no longer fight, the truce of accepting a dominant part of 
her personality, a stepping stone towards being freed of its 
tyranny. 

After a week picking grapes with a crew of Polish mi-
grants, in the low, rain-washed hills of Beaujolais near 
Fleurie, and a ten day stint as a sound operator at the I.L.O. 
in Geneva, commuting from Annecy, I decided to return to 
Auroville in November. 

"Je suis contente que tu vas rentrer là-bas, comme ça une 
partie de moi sera là avec toi." 

A cycle had come full swing, we had known each other 
for a little more than a year and a half, a year and a half that 
seemed like ten. She came up to Paris for my last few days, 
we stayed in an apartment of a friend of mine near Chatelet, 
and Sophie took the train back to Annecy the night before I 
was to fly out. I phoned her before boarding my Air India 
flight to Frankfurt and Bombay. 
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Old friends were there to meet me as I made my way out 
to the exit of the Madras airport. It was a sweltering hot 
evening as a cyclone had hit Madras a few days before, and 
billboards outside the airport were split and twisted like 
matchsticks. I immediately shed my jacket, and pulled a 
bottle of Jack Daniels out of one of my bags, as we piled 
into the tin-can cab and sat out on the three and a half hour 
journey back to Auroville. The driver took a wrong turn 
near Chinglepet and within half an hour realised he was 
seriously lost in some haunted hinterland We must have 
driven through the same village with its sleeping bullocks 
four times but none of us, except the driver who was getting 
rather frantic, were in much of a hurry, as we caught up on 
seven months of news and finished the bottle. 

Now, once again I was dependent on the Indian mails for 
news from Sophie, but when her first letters started arriving 
I could sense, she was on her way to recovering, tackling 
her unresolved dilemmas, and as the months progressed I 
could sense a new person coming through, emerging, con-
fident, at times even radiant, and full of hope as if she had 
finally dropped the outworn mantles and dangerous games 
of her past, replaced by a beautiful and simple will to live, 
and to create—one can defy the dark world but the darkness 
is finally met within oneself 

"A quarante ans, je me pose la question qui suis-je? Ce 
que j'ai été est bien mort, mais tel que je suis maintenant, je 
ne sais quoi faire parce que je ne sais pas encore, qui je suis, 
et surtout. je ne sais pas ce que je veux. Et en fait, si je re-
garde en arrière, je préfère avoir vécu une vie tumultueuse 
et presque tortueuse que de m'être callée dans ce que vivent 
les gens ici. Quand est-ce qu'ils ont le temps d'écouter leur 
âme? Quelquefois, mes nuits sont plus obscures que l'encre 
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de Chine, je n'y trouve même pas le repos, mais ça viendra," 
and the occasional dart my way: "Et de toi-même ra-
contes-moi un peu, de tes maitresses, tu es plus silencieux 
que toutes les pyramides d'Egypte." 

"J'ai eu un moment privilégié quand on m'a emmenée en 
voiture a Rumilly. Je me suis mise à chanter, le paysage 
était d'une beauté rare, figé dans un blanc-gris avec la 
brume et au milieu de ce tableau, fabuleux, le soleil comme 
une orange, orange vif, mais voilé, tu pouvais le regarder 
droit dans les yeux, et là, j'ai eu un très beau cadeau parce 
que c'est rare de voir cela, et j'ai chanté, chanté..." 

"Aujourd'hui je sens pour la première fois une joie re-
venir dans mon corps." 

Then, on the first day of spring, she was walking in the 
mountains, with snow still on the ground. She came across 
a small church. 

"Une beauté d'architecture et de vibration, quelque 
chose de byzantin dans l'architecture, très étrange, et une 
vibration très particulière... et l'église s'appelle Notre Dame 
de la Vie..." 

Slowly she started picking up her life again, seeing old 
friends, and that summer she felt strong enough to take up 
her old job that she had had before coming to Auroville, as 
a graphic designer at the W.H.O. in Geneva, buying herself 
a second-hand Fiat 600, and commuting from Annecy. 

Slowly she started considering returning to India, hesi-
tantly at first. 

"Je ne sais pas ce qui va me faire décider, mon cœur est 
toujours difficile a écouter, plein de choses brouillent en-
core son écoute, alors je ne sais jamais si c'est la vraie chose 
ou non." 
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Until finally, in December, a year after I had returned, 
she decides to come on a two months visit. 

I take a cab up to Madras in the morning, the roads are 
still being repaired from last month's monsoon rains, but I 
manage to reach Madras in time for her flight that is due in 
the early afternoon. 

Her flight comes in fifteen minutes late, I watch it taxi 
up to the terminal, and then push my way down from the 
observation deck past a group of Moslem women in Cha-
dors camped out in the stairwell, like some Arab caravan. 
Sophie dressed in a turquoise sweater and jeans is already 
tentatively looking into the waiting crowd with that fragile 
delicate aura I know so well. I shout and wave at her and we 
hug for a long moment leaning across the low barrier in the 
middle of a crowd of Indians in from the Gulf and what 
seems to be an organised tour of pale and rather overweight 
Russians. She hands me her bag, then joins me at the exit as 
we head out to the parking lot and the cab whose driver has 
to be located. 

We take the cab into Madras and stay at the Queens 
Hotel, she spreads out all her gifts for her friends on the 
bed, and that evening we go for South Indian food at the 
Apsara on Mt. Road. The bicycles, the noise, the beggars, 
the dirt, the smiles, it's India regained. 

The next day we leave Madras in the mid-morning, 
caught up in all the usual chaos of its traffic, and after 
watching it all in silence for a few minutes, Sophie turns to 
me and remarks, 

"Tu sais, c'est comme si j'étais jamais partie, je suis 
complètement là, c'est entre l'extraordinaire et le banal." 
 

Forecomers - Certitude, November 1st 1987 
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IV 
 

Queen's Hotel 
 
 

How deafening was the silence in which  
they now must communicate with each other.  

L. Durrell - Sebastian 
 

'What remains of the Beloved?' Graves' question, and 
perhaps the only question. A few haphazard fragments of 
memory, a few curling snapshots that recall moments, 
gestures, looks, things that were said. Like an old photo-
graph, moods and feelings fade, circumstances remain en-
graved, like stills from the camera of the mind. The person 
you remember is no longer the same person, the distance of 
death distills much of the emotional overlay of what was 
shared, the struggle, the pain, the barriers of communica-
tion left behind like so many broken pillars on a ravaged 
plain. And yet something remains: a quality, a touch, a form 
barely visualized, a sense of beauty and nobility, the pre-
sence of a soul. 

 
 

Queens Hotel, Madras, 11.3.1988 
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You were right. This hotel does have a certain faded 
charm to it. Winding wooden stairwells and banisters, 
wooden doorways, half of them locked. Imitation Corin-
thian columns in the entranceway and on the terrace of the 
second floor. Tessellated stylized motifs—two facing 
swans, heads upraised, above a lotus pond—decorate the 
balustrades and banisters, the porches of the rooms. The 
main building faces a courtyard with modern annexes on 
each side, now a parking lot for scooters and Ambassador 
cars. Above the terrace on the second floor of the main 
building two stucco elephants, trunks upraised, support a 
helmet, Kali on a lion on one side of them and a warrior god 
in a chariot on the other, and below them a motto: 'Viji-
anagar Fort—Ever Loyal'. All the man behind the desk 
knows is that the hotel used to belong to some 'Big shot 
from Kerala', seventy years ago. Servants who seem to 
outnumber guests sweep aimlessly in the corridors, but dust 
lies settled everywhere. The clocks seem to have stopped 
back in the days of the Raj. Its present claim to fame seems 
to be the best Chinese restaurant in town. Coming here, I 
noticed that the Victorian red and yellow archways of 
Spencer's (where we used to eat) have been knocked down 
to be replaced, no doubt, by some plastic bucket chair, 
fast-food, ice cream, dosa parlour joint. The old saddhu I 
noticed on Mt. Road looked out of place in this rapidly 
changing India, where everyone 'is on the make', but the 
beggars still hold their own. "Ça change vertigineusement; 
ils vont se rattraper vite." you had once said. 

It's strange, I've been given the same room we stayed in 
that night when you first returned to India fifteen months 
ago. The doorway that led to the terrace which we explored 
at once, has now been bricked in and plastered over. We 
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drove in from the airport and I remember when we arrived 
how you immediately spread your suitcases out on the bed, 
filled mainly with gifts for your friends: cigarettes, lighters, 
shirts, tea, tapes, and the bottle of Burgundy I had asked 
you to bring. Fresh with excitement, we had stayed up 
talking for hours, going out for a meal at the Yamuna, then 
going to bed early, in order to leave the next day before the 
heat. When we arrived back in Auroville, my house by the 
canyon was arrayed in jasmines and hibiscuses to honour 
your return. You stayed a few days before returning to 
Dana, where it was more comfortable. They had electricity, 
and your old friends with whom you shared interests from 
Aspiration days, were now living there. You finally felt at 
ease with Auroville—surprised at the way it had changed in 
the two years you had been gone; people had opened up, 
become more gentle, more human, more natural perhaps, 
masks had dropped and people were daring to quite simply 
be themselves. You were taking a breathing course and the 
caring and subtle energy interchange between the people 
there surprised you. When we talked at the bonfire of 
January 1st, it was almost as if you had made it through the 
storm. 

We had gone our separate ways, and I had been living 
with another woman for almost a year. But we had become 
closer in another way, holding back less, hiding less, pro-
jecting less on each other; we could see into each other 
more clearly. When we had lived together, despite our age 
difference, our similarities of attitude and a mutual intran-
sigence and impatience had collided head-on in a battle of 
wills. I had refused, consciously, to be dragged down, to be 
imprisoned by your story, I refused to pity you. "Tu n'entres 
jamais dans mon histoire," was your frequent reproach, and 
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yet I felt you needed the strength and stability of a presence, 
not commiseration. Insensitive perhaps but I didn't have 
much choice. We mirrored each other in many ways. Your 
intolerance of my cavalier attitudes, your hardness and the 
difficulty you had to give of yourself belied your need of 
tenderness and love. You cried for it, you expected it, you 
damned it, and you did everything to push it away to make 
it impossible except for a saint to give it, who wouldn't have 
interested you anyway. It was so often a question of daring 
the first step, of reconciliation, it got tiring after a while. I 
was one of the last arrivals on your stage. Showing up late 
in the fourth act. When your sickness, long courted, had 
become a last wounded desperate call, in a game that had 
suddenly turned serious. Like an actress you had chosen, 
cultivated a role, a defiant one, a mocking one, a proud one, 
a desperate one, you would show us and you did—but then 
one day that role had become, had taken over your life and 
when you came to realise it, it was frightening, and too late 
to change its consequences, even when you tried But that 
was one side of it. You preferred to live for what you 
sought, for your expectations without having to deal with a 
world whose values and whose darkness you refused. The 
untouchable, the distant roles you chose for yourself pro-
tected you from the world. You were unsure of yourself, of 
your capacities to express the beauty you sought, and lived 
for, unsure you could express it in a satisfying way. Your 
intolerant sense of perfection denied the world, but also 
blocked and denied your own energies, it cast a shadow on 
them that discouraged you from even starting to use them, 
discovering them, putting them to work. Your doubts 
short-circuited their flow. You wanted to be accepted, to be 
loved, you wanted to move us and you did, your life be-
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came your theater—you wrote your own play, chose, cre-
ated your own role, then acted it out admirably, coura-
geously to the end. You couldn't find yourself in this life, 
and death fascinated you, despite your fear of it. partly even 
because of it. It was a release from this broken world, this 
lower sphere of struggle and pain, it was another country, 
another dream. It probably doesn't matter—you resolved 
something anyway. With two paths in front of you, you 
chose one and followed it through to the end. You worked 
through something, even if you left something unaccom-
plished, outwardly.  

When you came back—it was as if you were a new 
person, radiant, inwardly reborn. You felt you could start to 
create—and you had started sculpting again, an important 
step—you had broken through, but it was as if you had gone 
over to the other side and come back transformed, briefly to 
visit us, before leaving once again. Although part of you 
sought respectability, acceptance, approval for what you 
did, another part of you mocked it with a sense of kitsch— 
like those studded horn-rimmed glasses you'd sometimes 
wear. Once at lunch you remarked, "Tu sais, j'ai fait des 
découvertes merveilleuses. Ce que tu vis, n'a aucune im-
portance. Ce n'est pas ce que tu fais qui est important mais 
ce que tu découvres a travers ce que tu fais." It was as if— 
stripped of the need of semblance—you no longer had to 
prove yourself to those you had left behind, as if you were 
no longer haunted by ancestral ghosts, at ease, at terms with 
yourself and the path you had chosen. Backward looks at 
paths not chosen tantalised you less, moved you less with 
their mournful voices and their chorus of regrets, con-
cerning what you might have lived, what you might have 
been. 
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You loved ambiguity and dreamed of Byzantium. Once 
telling me of a book you had read concerning a woman who 
was captured by pirates, and then moved on to become the 
sultan's favourite, you wondered dreamingly if you had not 
lived in Byzantium once. Ambiguity, by playing with all 
roles, mocks the values of a world that are not shared. 
Ambiguity and decadence play with the half-colours, the 
half shades of dusk, nothing is defined, only suggested, 
tinted with impotence, its attraction enslaves, and one 
ceases to proceed. Life-wearied, dulled by the heavy in-
cense-laden perfumes of the flesh, draped with veils of 
languor, the soul is lulled asleep, and one languishes like a 
courtesan in a lavish half-way house of boredom and regret. 
Stalled in Byzantium, the city of two worlds. 
And I see you there, in my house by the canyon, sleeping on 
my bed, my mattress on the floor, in the sultry afternoon. 
Your knees are gathered to your pomegranate breasts, your 
head resting on your hand, your strong arms. I see your 
perked nose, your high brows, the gazelle-like features of 
your angular face. Dark blonde hair falls free, a red shirt 
drapes your slim torso, the scar on your stomach; light 
green silk Punjabi pants suggest your sturdy legs and 
thighs. A scarf drapes your waist and spreads out on the 
floor. You look like a Roman empress of the East. You 
wear a small diamond in one ear, a cluster of blue grapes 
hangs from the other, a gold symbol around your neck, a 
gold snake entwines one of your toes. Outside a butterfly 
flits around the red flowers of a desert rose. As you sleep, I 
think of your eyes, your olive green eyes. 
"Nous, il faudrait se regarder dans les yeux et se taire," you 
had remarked suddenly once at Chez Azziz. 
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We would meet frequently in Pondy for lunch at the 
Aristo, strolling through the streets afterwards, and some-
times you would come down for tea in the afternoon at 
Forecomers. 
"Tu m'aimes?" you asked me suddenly once in the middle 
of a conversation over tea. "Oui," and you looked at me 
quizzically. Our relationship had changed, no longer bound 
to each other as a couple, no longer living, or attempting to 
live together, it had gained in depth. The mud had settled, 
and we saw each other in a clearer way, without the overlay 
of past relationships that haunt any relationship like ever 
present ghosts, without the demands and attempts to change 
what one dislikes in the other, we were more at ease, less at 
ransom to each other's expectations. We were free to ap-
preciate each other more. From adversaries we had become 
accomplices, allies of sorts. "Pour être ta shakti, il faut être 
l'abnégation pure," you would observe with your slightly 
mocking charm I so admired, concluding, "C'est sûr que tu 
ne vas jamais m'oublier; tu n'oublies jamais les femmes que 
tu as connues." My elegiac sentimentalities, my precious 
altars to the past didn't stand much of a chance with you. 
Still there was something hanging in the air between us. We 
could both sense it, without knowing what it entailed. 

 
 
It's funny, I feel as if I've come to know you better since 

you died. As if the torchlight of my attention had been di-
rected on one part of you, that part you lived for and built 
your roles around, your soul perhaps whose mocking charm 
I so admired. And somehow I blotted out the rest, or at least 
marginalised it—your doubts, your difficulties, your 
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self-denial—like shadows on the wall or the trees outlined 
in darkness beyond the lamp-lit ambience of my room. 

Now situations, conversations come back, revealing 
aspects of yourself I had refused to see, the contradictions 
of your nature working themselves out through a very 
complex personality, your coming to terms with your body 
whose needs you had so long denied, which you had tried to 
dominate, subjected to your soul's dreams, and which fi-
nally rebelled. When in your last years you tried to recon-
cile yourself with it, listen and come to terms with it, it was 
perhaps already too late. It was as if in some strange way 
this was not your world. You were defenceless in many 
ways, too vulnerable, and you lived your exile here pro-
tected behind roles. 

A side of you sought respectability, and this came from 
what your family had always wanted—that solid respect-
ability of the bourgeoisie whose laws, values, rituals, and 
codes, whose hierarchies are as structured but in some ways 
more shaded than the castes, sub-castes and outcasts of 
India. Gradations of the bourgeoisie are defined not by 
religion but by social appearances, possessions, taste—or 
the lack of it when it comes to new money—and sa-
voir-faire. Aristocracy at best imitated is never reached. 
You played it out, getting married without love, then di-
vorcing a year later, dropping your job at the W.H.O. just 
after being offered and signing a contract, then leaving for 
India the first time. You never played through those roles to 
the end—you successfully short-circuited them all, and 
somehow you enjoyed the lingering regret that ensued. This 
regret haunted and forced you to return at a later point to 
pick up where you had left off. Like when you showed me 
the ruined country house your sisters shared, that you were 
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perhaps attached to more than anyone else—the scene of so 
many childhood memories. My immediate reaction was 
that it should be fixed up and restored but I think you en-
joyed its state of abandoned disrepair, it was like a symbol 
of all you had left behind, of a past you cherished and that 
would be no more. You savoured your regrets like a Vosne 
-Romanee. 

What were you struggling with inside? It was too 
deep-rooted to have come from this life, and perhaps you 
chose the circumstances that would accentuate the di-
lemma, the conflict, that would oblige you to deal with it, to 
confront it, to face it head on. At times, it seemed your life 
was an uneasy tango of your body and soul—your soul 
leading—at others a fight with something that had attached 
itself to you, an unwanted personality, a shadow of sorts, 
that in some way had its claims like an unpaid debt. Was 
your suffering a kind of exorcism? "Le petit bonhomme en 
moi qui doit sortir!" you'd say. Your body, caught in the 
crossfire, finally rebelled. 

We mirrored each other in many ways. My relationship 
at the time with my family, my parents, irritated you no end. 
You resented my acting out unconsciously in terms of their 
expectations, seeking acceptance measuring up to my im-
age of them even if the form it took was one of revolt, my 
refusals still a form of dependence. And it was true, I was 
still trying to find myself in a confused cloud of forced 
destinies, images, and roles. Listening to voices that were 
not my own, assuming them, believing in them. Drop the 
clutter, the painted masks, touch the true unrecognized 
note, the hidden guest who waits unseen. Life provides you 
mirrors and others see and reflect aspects of yourself better 
than you can see yourself. One resents it, of course. One 
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refuses what one is shown, one turns away. Until the day 
awareness dawns—an electro-shock of sorts. At times we 
had touched that moment of recognition, that liberation 
from old roles, that sudden freedom, and we could mock 
each others struggles, because they were so similar, becau-
se they were so shared. 

Your need to create, to bring something beautiful into 
form, how I understand it, and then your lassitude, your 
paralysis of will in front of the standards, the lofty perfec-
tionism you had set for yourself. You found yourself 
stranded in the no man's land that separates conception 
from result. Creation is a savage instinct careless of results, 
forging heedlessly ahead. Whose first step requires the 
most effort of will The rest works itself out as you wrestle 
with your dreams, your memories, bring them into form, 
broken and flawed, the fragments we express already but 
the chipped stones of a ruined temple on some forgotten 
shore. You lacked a strong self-protective personality, and 
events would pass through you like through a strainer. 
You'd say, you needed to build a self-protective envelope 
up but how, in what way? But one day you did remark: 

"Pour la première fois. je sens une force vitale revenir, 
dans mes mains, avec laquelle je pourrai faire des choses, 
comme si s'était débloquée, et avec rien de sexuel. J'ai 
confiance pour la première fois en ce que je peux faire." 
We walk the back streets of our life courting inspiration like 
an absent muse. 
What am I trying to hold on to by writing all this? We loved 
each other, we struggled with each other, we held on to 
each other. I watched you waltz with death and pain, and 
saw you come back as if reborn, radiant, transformed, only 
to leave again, this time for good. Emotions fade and only 
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memories and scattered circumstances remain. And yet 
what we lived was so intense—as if we went through lives 
in months—I find it shocking that it fades, that it recedes 
like a distant quai. 

The clouds after weeks of rain break open like a smile 
above the receding tower of the Gare de Lyon, framed by 
cranes and a web of electric wires, smokestacks, empty 
stations, bird-beaked T.G.V.'s parked in depots, roses by 
the tracks in empty stations. Ripolin advertisements painted 
on the walls of apartment buildings, junkyards and 
rain-soaked avenues. Within ten minutes the outskirts of 
Paris give way to the rain-soaked countryside green on 
grey, highways, ploughed fields, riverways, houseboats, the 
hills of the rain-lashed Burgundy rise up like waves from 
the sea, it's the same train I was waiting for at 2 a.m. in 
Chambéry four years ago—a circle closes in—thoughts 
wander, I look at the map, notice we will be passing near to 
the town of Lons Le Saunier where you were born, we all 
carry our private geographies with us and all can become a 
symbol that reminds us of assignations we were pledged to 
keep, like the advertisements for a perfume called 'Byzance' 
on the Place de la Bastille. 

Has too much time slipped by for me to write about you? 
I do not know. To seize something of those fleeting images 
of your beauty, your passage on earth to give form to that 
lingering sense of your presence, transmuted now by 
memory, moments in time, suggestive of so much more. 
Fragments, notebooks, photos trace a story, hint at outlines 
of a vaster urge, an urge to express and give form to a 
beauty time and space could not contain but which pressing 
down, breaks through at times like water through rough 
rock on the mountainside. 
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And now I turn to new faces, new scenes, new moments 
of intimacy. Perhaps I must now let go—accept life's ever 
changing flow, and yet cherish and remember what we 
shared. We didn't believe in death, and yet my words return 
to mock me now, like empty echoes down death's corridor. 

We believed in a new world of new subtleties, new laws, 
new forces and forms whose beauty called to us, vibrant 
and unseen. A world where the laws of death would no 
longer hold, we lived for it, called for it in our hearts, and 
walked like exiles through a world that could not compre-
hend, and seemed an empty ante room in comparison. It 
hurt that our dream couldn't find a response in others, that 
all it evoked was solicitude and doubt, we walked like 
ghosts, like traitors, through a world we had left behind, 
whose values we refused. We knew each other for four 
years, lovers at first for six months, then slowly we became 
companions, finally friends. The last short note you wrote 
me a month before you died, began simply with the words 
"Mon ami..." 

 
My words betray  
Like empty echoes  
Your body I once held. 
 
We had short-circuited a stage of our lives to come out 

here, and it pursued us with a haunting sense of regret. But 
we had, and we couldn't go back now even if we tried. We 
would always be on the Outside, like exiles, like uninvited 
guests. You came to laugh at it on the other side of 
hell—years of hospitals, treatment and waiting rooms. You 
had nonetheless been able to play out your role—a 
grande-dame in furs in the streets of Annecy—and you 
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found it lacking. "J'ai toujours la classe," you tell me half 
mockingly as you examine the swelling under your ear, 
your hair piled in a bun, mocking the image you liked to 
project, that turn of the century beauty that was yours. You 
made fun of it now. I remember the first time you returned 
to Europe not knowing what awaited you. the journey 
through hell that lay ahead. You wanted to go back and live 
out things you felt you had missed after years in South In-
dia. You wanted to experience your femininity in the west, 
you sought refinement beauty and tenderness. You were 
glad to leave. You knew what you wanted what you ex-
pected, you were in the full prime of your beauty and you 
wanted to catch up on what you had missed out after years 
of frontier roughness dedicated to a dream that fled before 
us. 

And it doesn't matter what we do, who we actually are in 
our deepest selves is always other than our minds project, 
the roles we cultivate and intend. You had class, and you 
made fun of your fantasies. "Let's get married—just for the 
scandal it would cause. Moi, une femme de quarante ans 
avec un cancer..." You dreamed of Byzantium but the 
lacquered walls were cracked, and peeling, the arched en-
trance ways opened on a ruined house and a garden that was 
overgrown. That country house you shared with your sis-
ters in the Jura. You could buy postcards of it in the Tabac 
of the main square of the small provincial town, with its 
obligatory Hotel de Commerce and the old men drinking 
Pastis in the two cafes under flaking 19th century moulds. It 
was like a story from Balzac—three unmarried sisters in 
their old decaying house who would occasionally show up 
from across the border for long weekends. You loved that 
house, I remember how you told me you spent a whole 
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winter there atone without heating—between trips to In-
dia—as the mists settled on the highways and the hills. You 
were born nearby and it was like returning to a sad and 
melancholy source—to the scenes of your childhood 
memories, now in total disrepair. How I understand being 
drawn to scenes of sadness. How we seek the elegiac, 
whose mood propells us on. For the world we know is dy-
ing, rubble everywhere, we stare into the distance from a 
ruined family stair. The pageant of our memories files by, a 
fading storm, never to return. 

 
A rendez-vous, 
A hotel room, 
An exiled, absent muse. 

 
 

I'm dealing with your shadow, what you have left be-
hind, what now you are no more. It is perhaps my problem 
more than yours, you have dropped the complexities of 
your straggle, of what you strove to be in this world—you 
have become what you are, what you always were, behind 
the veil. And thinking of you I have this strange sense of 
overlay—I feel you as you are now—changed, a spiritual 
being, and yet who you were, what you strove to be pursues 
me as if I had to make some sense of your struggle, put it 
into form, leave a trace, a touch of it behind, like a Ra-
jasthani miniature that can capture a lover's mood, a tone of 
parting, like a lotus plucked from the dark and sullied pond 
of all effacing time. 
We forget, and it is necessary, if shocking to the sentiments, 
but life demands it—its scenes are replaced, new faces 
appear, and yet its mysterious insistent question remains: 
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What is it we must seize, what mysterious flower must we 
pluck, what must we unearth, reveal? A station recedes, 
replaced by the countryside, the outskirts of another town 
approach, we get down, confront new situations, new cir-
cumstances, and yet unless we have changed, they are al-
ways the same. And if we see them differently, what is it 
that is new? A new way of perceiving them, living them, of 
being in their midst? Everything we live is an excuse for 
something else, that waits for us, that haunts us like a 
presence felt in a dream, that calls us like a clear vibrant 
note covered by the static of our thoughts, hopes, dreams, 
fears, images of ourselves and others, habitual ways of 
living in and seeing the world, of relating to others, the 
world we live in but the projection of our cluttered minds, 
played upon by noble or sordid entities. And occasionally, 
we just drop it all, or perhaps it simply falls from us—the 
world is touched, is seen as it really is, a mighty unending 
rhythm of which we are a part, a note, a tone, that struggles 
to exist, in the cacophony that is man's own construction, 
that is his hell. The world we have created is false, because 
it is cut off from the whole of which we are a part. The 
pebble calls, reflects a star. There is no distance, no sepa-
ration in the true continuum of our larger self, we have 
created distance and separation, and wander, a battered 
army of spiritual amputees, through the burning landscapes 
of our mind. 
 

When I think back of what we lived together, it is fre-
quently—though not only—moments of conflict, of pain 
inflicted, of impossibilities that resurface, they remain un-
resolved and do not efface themselves easily. Perhaps part 
of me is attached to them, as they remind of the intensity we 
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shared. We seek conflict and contrast to grow. The mo-
ments of tenderness, of love, of complicity—of when we 
first grew into awareness of each other's beings are there, 
but vaguer—I do not say less real—it is perhaps that I turn 
my gaze to broken symbols because they move me more. 
They suggest the unaccomplished. Moments of harmony, 
of grace, of love break in as reminders, communiqués from 
the soul, from a hidden world of beauty that is always there, 
awaiting our allegiance, our clear, unhampered gaze. 
Whose tones, and sudden wavelengths ambush us, surprise 
us, fleetingly, in the waiting rooms of time. We were like 
travellers with a common destination, a town we knew ex-
isted, but which we had not seen. It was the journey that 
kept us together, despite the cell-like hotel rooms, the 
crowds and dusty half-way towns. My mind remembers 
notes played on the warped neck of a guitar whose strings 
were briefly tuned. 

I ran to the station one night, a bouquet of roses in my 
hand as the strollers on the boulevard and the Arab mer-
chants smiled. When you returned the first time, the old 
man who used to make the evening rounds of Aspiration 
selling fresh garlands of jasmine which you would always 
buy had died. Those first six months when we were lovers; 
the night it ended in Paris, when I turned away from you. 
The hotel room opposite the Café Big Bisou in Amsterdam 
where we had come to meet friends from Auroville for two 
days—a week after your chemotherapy was over—a suf-
fering madonna in a long black coat and hood, we went to 
the Rembrandt Museum and walked the canals in the rain. 
We stopped in a bar where you rolled me a joint and you 
remarked on the sad beauty of the faces of the young 
women sitting next to us, you felt they were wasting their 
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lives. Looking back at yourself, your sad dream enshrouded 
youth in others. 

I dreamt of you the other night, and you were resplen-
dent; waiting for me in a cafeteria wearing long red 
gipsy-like robes and laughing. You were also wearing those 
grape cluster earrings I had described two days before on 
this typewriter. 'Remain calm' was one of the things you 
told me. And here I am struggling to resurrect an old self of 
yours in my memory, while at the same time feeling you 
present in a new way. Do I call back the past unnecessarily? 
Yet, part of me resists letting the memory of who you were, 
or what I glimpsed of who you were, fade from my mind, 
like a wave rising, breaking, falling, reclaimed and 
re-absorbed by the dark waters of a moonlit bay. And what 
do you feel about my trying to catch something of you on 
paper? Perhaps you are bemused, perhaps it is simply a way 
of keeping a contact open between the so-called worlds of 
the living and the dead, which is just another continuum we 
do not understand. And it is strange what one remembers, 
what comes back. I have rare memories of our physical love 
except the first time we made love, what I do remember 
more is simply lying together, your reaching out to hold my 
hand, your being there when I awoke from inner dreams of 
a frightening loneliness—when one rises out of one's body 
into the vast primordial reaches of the night. I remember 
you sitting on the ledge of your hut wanting to break it off 
once and for all. "We share nothing", you told me. I some-
times sensed that people could feel the oppressive atmos-
phere of what we were living, that afternoon waiting for the 
bus in Geneva when we argued, and that woman seated 
behind us just stared at us—you had asked her the time 
rather brusquely a few minutes before. The flowers you 
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sent when I was in the hospital but which I could barely 
appreciate, as I was already falling under the influence of 
the anaesthetics, staring at the shifting colours forming on 
the wall. 

When we'd walk by the lake of Annecy in the afternoon, 
you'd walk slowly, your arm in mine in your long black 
coat and turquoise sweater, past the couples on the benches, 
the joggers, the row boats on the lake, all the easy happiness 
of spring. Your fear of death was also a fascination with 
what it hid, the world it veiled. We continually postpone the 
one question of how we live with death, that partner in the 
shadows, that station master of our soul. 

Pain pushed you inward, like a voyage through a storm, 
to a country that called you, that you remembered vaguely, 
whose vistas overshadowed this world of ugly avenues, of 
broken glass and wounded souls. Cancer had broken down 
walls, had led you to see things that before you only knew, 
dimly, inwardly. The two and a half years of its remittance 
was like a passport destined to expire, and you used it to 
travel freely. Your olive-green eyes, pure as jade mirrored 
other worlds, like a clear unruffled turquoise sea. Your 
contract with this life was tentative, its conditions had to 
suit you, you observed it, perched upon an inner bough like 
a wounded bird of paradise. Or perhaps it was quite simply 
a short—term contract: you worked something out, la-
bouriously, painfully, then lingered on for a while, shed-
ding beauty like the flowers of the Imagination trees that 
bloomed in Auroville the day you died.  

You weren't one for rowdy evenings but you stayed that 
evening of my birthday down by the canyon, spontaneously 
making onion soup for the thirty of us gathered in the open 
kitchen lit by swaying kerosene lamps. 
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Before leaving for France, you mentioned that you 

would feel lonely on your return, and this time your de-
parture was far from enthusiastic. You had rediscovered 
Auroville. 

 
Perhaps this story is simply an extended telex to another 

world. Is Death another world? Or is it the other side of this 
world that we cannot see? I don't know if I should attempt 
to keep this story sequential or not, but the mind does not 
work sequentially, there are no such things as neat begin-
nings and ends—there are only reiterated beginnings, 
emergencies, epiphanies, like lighting that cleaves the 
darkness for a brief instant revealing village huts, figures, 
trees, that disappear engulfed again, as suddenly as they 
appeared. 

The other day watering my plants outside my house I 
stared at the cracked cement of the patio and suddenly re-
membered that night we made love on that same patio, and 
how you had an experience of opening up to the night and 
the stars above you. We observe ourselves living, but who 
is this We that observes? 

What was your conflict? I do not know. Those last 
conversations we had on the telephone—you could barely 
speak for more than a few minutes at a time—you said you 
had found it, that it was the first step towards healing 
yourself, that the healing process had begun, but your body 
was like a city in revolt. Still you felt that you were going to 
pull through, refusing painkillers even in the last two 
weeks. 

How I would like to write words that evoke you. That 
evoke you and bring you back in a way. 
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I went into Pondy last night for a meal with friends. 
Riding in on the back of a motorbike, going through the 
villages, looking up at the stars above the arched silhouettes 
of the palmyra and coconut trees, I'd remember when we 
used to go in for a meal at Chez Azziz, the Vietnamese 
restaurant on the Ruelle St. Antoine, a side-street near the 
canals in the French quarter of town. Azziz has now moved 
to a new place by the train station. The ambience and the 
clientele have changed, and his old place remains only as a 
landmark in the mind. 

Mailing an aerogramme at the post office or buying four 
loose Dunhill cigarettes for the evening at the tea shop by 
the canals had me recalling the hundreds of letters I'd sent 
you on similar evenings—this whole story is another letter 
for which I lack an address. Last night I suddenly remem-
bered how once you phoned up your sister in France from 
the Pondy post office for the hell of it, and how the clarity 
of the connection surprised you, talking to someone half-
way across the planet somehow is an unreal sensation, and 
if one simply takes it one step further, one should just as 
well be able to do without cables and satellites and speak 
through our thought waves. 

As your first visit drew to a close, you were going back 
to work and regather your energies to be able to at least 
come back out and live in our tropical climate. Your im-
mune system had to build itself up again. There was hardly 
any doubt in anyone's mind that you were now on your way 
to full recovery. Although Hodgkin's disease had a high rate 
of being cured through the traditional combination of 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy, there was still a five year 
period during which its symptoms could reappear. You 
were granted a two and a half year reprieve. You lived with 
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death, with what it obliges us to find in ourselves. Even 
though you didn't talk about it, you were continually deal-
ing with its possibility. We never talked about death except 
when you talked about friends of yours who had died, 
deaths you considered stupid and unnecessary. As if death 
was a stupid lingering necessity in this world—but for how 
long, how long? And what for? Is death simply the result of 
the way we see the world, a habit imposed on our cells? 
Sometimes I believe less in other worlds than quite simply 
seeing and living in this world differently. We live in dif-
ferent worlds at the same time without knowing it, except 
sometimes in dreams. An old programmed world, pro-
grammed by the genes and the inherited habits of millennia 
and another miraculous timeless world whose laws and 
programmes await our discovery and consent. What we call 
life is simply the oblique distortion, the shadow on the wall 
of that truer life, our bodies' embers glowing with the soul's 
undying fire. 

What is it that distorts? The old self no doubt, the 
mountebank who deceives and has led us astray with the 
world's out-of-key opera and chorus of borrowed voices. 

You were going back to Europe, to earn money, build up 
your energies, to move back out and relate to the world, at 
least that of your friends. You were to be gone only for six 
months. We wrote each other less but perhaps understood 
each other better. You were more self-assured, less in need 
of someone, and the less we clung to each other the more 
we shared. 

You left in February, planning to come back in August. 
You got a five-month contract working in Geneva. The 
doctors had located the beginning of a growth below your 
ear and they wanted to operate. At this point you said no, 
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and it was perhaps there that you took, knowingly or un-
knowingly, a radical decision, maybe the most radical de-
cision in your life. Your recent return to Auroville had been 
an opening, a flowering. You were fed up with hospitals, 
the medical world, operations, cancer, and the vibration of 
sickness. You knew if you stayed, it could drag on for a 
long time—one operation, one mutilation, and then you 
would be okay for a while... and then they would find 
something else, and it would be another operation—it could 
carry on for years without any sure chance of success. As 
always you were impulsive in your decisions, you had 
touched something new—a new way of being that was not 
only within, but that expressed itself outwardly, something 
had unblocked, and there were new energies flowing 
through you. You were impatient to plunge into this new 
freedom fully, as far as it would take you, as far as you 
could go. Sometimes I visualized you living in two worlds 
at the same time. Your sickness had become a spiritual 
experience, your living continually with death had brought 
out, with acute intensity, a need, a call for what your inner 
being wanted to come into touch with and express. You 
preferred a brief flowering of something new to a long 
dragging out of what you knew too well. 

You arrived with your sister in September, I didn't see 
you immediately, but went up to Madras with you two days 
after your return to pick up your trunks that were in the 
air-freight customs. A few nights later, you spent an eve-
ning with me talking at my house in Forecomers. You 
spoke of everything you had experienced in the last few 
years, what you had discovered and become conscious of, 
what you were now living. I just sat and listened to you talk, 
just looking at you, at the beauty and the profile of your 
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face as you paced up and down, sometimes sharing a 
cigarette with you, amazed at something that was flowing 
through you, it was like a vibration from another realm— 
there was something regal in your presence, you who I had 
known so well in your suffering and your doubt, as if your 
soul at last unveiled, had come to claim possession of your 
body and your life. I still have the impression that though 
you were speaking to me in a language I understood you 
were speaking to me from another dimension part of you 
had acceded to. You had tangibly become someone else, 
someone you had always tentatively been vaguely in touch 
with. 'Je est un autre.' Familiarity, mystery and a strange 
other-worldly beauty walked hand in hand. 

It's been close to a year since you died, and I can't help 
but notice how my attitude has slowly changed. The first 
months after my return here, I still refused your death, your 
absence, I was calling you back, and you were frequently 
present. I could feel you next to me walking along the paths 
alone in the late afternoon or at night beneath the stars, I 
could hear the intonations of your voice quite clearly in my 
mind, you would tell me things. I dreamt of you occasion-
ally, and you were always beautiful, and always younger 
than I had ever known you—in your early twenties—your 
face radiating a beauty that for some reason always struck 
me as having the quality of the beauty of a classical face 
from ancient Greece. 

The first dream of you I remember was a month after 
you died. We were driving in a cab, you were sturdy and 
emanated a sense of strength, of power. I noticed your 
green eyes. We were in the back seat together. "Je suis 
bien," you said. When I phoned your sister up she told me 
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she had just had a dream of you where you were both travel-
ling in a cab together... 

 
Another time I was walking to the top of a rocky 

snow-bound mountain road You were already there at the 
top of it, waiting for me, hesitatingly. 
 

Again, you pass me in a crowded room—a party of sorts 
—dressed as in the photos taken of you before you left 
Auroville. Your eyes are remarkable and powerful. I go 
over to you, you look at me deeply and we talk. My reaction 
to you is initially one of surprise—surprised to see you 
because you are supposed to be 'dead'. You are hurt, of 
course, by my attitude. 

 
Another one in black and white, which is rare for me. 

You are seated with a group of people—though slightly 
apart—on the steps of what could be an amphitheater. It's 
like watching footage from a documentary, or newsreel. A 
head looks up for a moment, then turns away. After a while, 
the group, including you, gets up and leaves. 

 
Now I accept your having gone, it's as if I wasn't allowed 

to indulge in drama and grief, as if it had no place with its 
cloudy intensity imposed on a reality that is more clear, 
more beautiful, more mysterious. Love defies death dra-
matically, hopelessly, passionately, but it refuses death in a 
subtler, more quiet, more impersonal, and finally overrid-
ing way. The spectrum of existence we have access to in 
our waking life, our thoughts, the selection of the world that 
is ours, is minute, fragmentary, merely the shade of a colour 
on the corner of a splendid canvass. Perhaps death rules us 
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in some way due to our reliance on what our senses choose 
to transcribe, to register and see like a room filled with 
familiar objects that we have become used to, that we feel at 
home in, and do not particularly feel the need to leave. Our 
memories like accumulated possessions bind us to the past. 
And we were going to leave them all at the Gare de Lyon. 
Sometimes one takes a short walk out into the beautiful, the 
mysterious night, vaulted with stars, and one is released 
into immensity. 

What reference points remain of your last return to 
Auroville and the six months you spent here? I left for three 
weeks in the North in Dharamsala, just after you returned. I 
received a couple of cards which I expectantly awaited. My 
walk from the hotel past the saffron-robed monks turning 
prayer wheels and street vendors to the McLeod Ganj Post 
Office a ritual of sorts, reminiscent of all the letters I re-
ceived before. But this time you who were writing from 
Auroville. 

On my return I picked up my English classes again in 
Dana, we were reading Twelfth Night together in a group— 
and you would occasionally sit in on our readings. You had 
started working at the Pour Tous Stall—serving others, 
your fellow Aurovilians—another new development for 
you. I also remember your coming to the Press to help me 
arrange and staple together the cyclo-styled pages of the 
weekly Av.News. You had started sculpting again working 
on busts and figurines of your friends one of which is next 
to the typewriter on this table: a seated figure clutches an 
upraised knee to its chest, its face has no features except for 
a pointed nose and shoulder length hair but gazes upwards 
in a mood of aspiration. Soon you were to move into a new 
thatched house where I used to visit you frequently in the 
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afternoon for tea. Frequently I would pass you on the roads 
—you had taken to driving the Dana jeep and seeing you 
wave at me as you drove past, always struck me in a strange 
way as if it were an image from a dream I wouldn't have 
believed possible a few years back. Or it would be at the 
Pour Tous meeting. Sometimes we would sit together or 
meet outside for a cigarette break, commenting on the de-
bate that was going on. 

At my party at the end of the year, you came down for a 
few hours with your sister and friend who were visiting, 
then left early. Suddenly, an hour later, you were back— 
which was quite surprising und untypical for you. "I felt 
silly when I found myself alone at home," you said, but I 
had felt something else, something poignant which I 
couldn't define at the time—similar to the feeling I had 
when I took you to the airport four months later. 

Towards the end of the year, a swelling had developed 
under your ear that rapidly took on the proportions of an 
enormous boil. You had it opened to no avail, and it refused 
to heal itself, and you would go around with a large ban-
dage on the side of your face, jokingly referring to yourself 
as Madame van Gogh. It was giving you a lot of pain, and 
you mentioned to me that you might go back to Europe to 
escape the summer months when the thermometer climbs to 
42 in the shade and which are difficult enough to handle 
when one is in good physical shape. (For once you had 
come out with a round-trip ticket.) 

Despite the swelling under your ear and the pain it was 
giving you, you were carrying on with your activities, 
working at the stall, fixing up your new house, sculpting— 
you were working on the bust of a friend as well as a new 
series of figurines—which included women with children 
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on their knees—you had never done children before, 
only-kneeling figures without faces like the one I have 
down at my house by the canyon. But you were becoming 
worried again. A few months before you had insisted that a 
visiting surgeon—who was extremely reluctant—cut open 
your swelling, but you had insisted adamantly, and you 
were to tell me that the instant his scalpel cut into your skin 
as you lay on the operating table at the Health Centre—you 
had felt the vibration of the fear of sickness, of doubt and 
incertitude reenter your being. 

I came by one afternoon in the middle of March, and you 
described how the past few nights you had sat down and 
started writing—a dialogue of sorts—you would ask your 
body questions, and then, listening silently, try to transcribe 
its answers. What emerged was totally unexpected, even 
startling, and you read it out to me. 
 
 

Extract from Sophie's diary. 
 

16 Mars 1987 
 

Je suis née le 15 Janvier dans une clinique de Lons le 
Saunier. 

Ma mère dit, que je n'ai eu aucun mal a venir au monde. 
"Je t'ai presque perdu en marchant jusqu'à la salle d'ac-
couchement." 

5 ans je rentre en pension en Allemagne. 
8 ans je rentre en pension a Annecy en Haute-Savoie, et 

j'y reste jusqu'a 18, soit 10 ans. 
19 ans je rentre aux Arts Décos à Genève. 
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Je m'épuise à essayer de vivre. Ça hurle déjà, ça crie et 
déchire. 

25 ans je me marie sans illusions et sans amour. 
31 ans je pars avec M. en Asie. Premières percées. Le 

corps commence à éclater. 
32 ans le corps explose. Ca prend un an pour m'en re-

mettre. Mais j'ai une foi terrible. 
35 ans je m'installe a Auroville. 
38 ans je rentre en Europe pour trois mois, j'y reste trois 

ans. Cancer-cancer. Peur, horreur, Mort—Vie, rien, néant, 
espoir, folie, douleur, déchirure, hurler, le corps ne sait pas 
s'il tire vers la vie ou la mort. 

41 ans je reviens à Auroville. 
 
Bonjour, mon corps. Je vais t'appeler Aurore. Je vais 

essayer de te parier. Tu sais je t'aime bien. J'ai eu beaucoup 
de mal a te regarder, t'écouter, j'avais trop de douleur, 
partout, toujours, mon âme semblait préoccuper ma vie et je 
t'ai oublié. Je ne sais pas très bien pourquoi. Je t'ai fait 
beaucoup de mal... je le sais. Et voila déjà des années que tu 
te débats pour essayer de parier. Mais jamais je ne t'ai 
écouté. Bon. Alors aujourd'hui si tu veux on va essayer. 
Parce que je dois dire que j'en ai assez de te voir toujours 
dans des états extrêmes. Et puis si nous pourrons coopérer, 
ça serait formidable. Moi, j'essaye de mon mieux de te dire 
des choses, toi aussi, tu dois essayer, parce que sans ta 
coopération, je ne peux rien. Bon, Aurore. Je t'ai dit j'en ai 
marre. Je souffre. Je veux sortir de cet état. Tout a fait. 
Extérieurement, je veux guérir complètement de tout. 
Voila, que veux tu me répondre? 

A: Je n'aime pas que tu me traites toujours comme ça. 
S.: Pourquoi? 
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A.: Parce que tu me donnes l'impression de rester a l'ar-
rière plan. 

S.: Mais je ne m'occupe que de toi particulièrement 
depuis toute ta maladie. 

A.: Oui, mais c'est parce-que tu étais oblige. Je n'ai pas 
arrêté de te donner, sans résultat. 

S.: Mais alors, que dois-je faire pour vous réconcilier 
totalement!? 

A.: Ne plus jouer avec moi. Savoir me prendre avec 
douceur et au sérieux toujours. Sans remettre toujours en 
question ton bonheur ou ton malheur. Si tu t'es engagé dans 
une voie, alors tiens-toi sur cette voie. N'essaye pas tou-
jours à droite à gauche. 

S: Oui, mais maintenant ce cap est franchi. Ce que je 
voudrais savoir, c'est pratiquement ce que je peux faire pour 
aider a te guérir vite? 

A: C'est avoir une considération de chaque instant pour 
moi, non pas égoïste mais minutieuse. Tu m'as trop mal-
mené pendant toutes ces années, alors maintenant je suis 
très susceptible. La moindre agressivité me heurte, je suis 
encore très blesse de ces années de douleurs. Tu dois 
prendre soins de moi comme un bébé qui vient de naître. 

S: D'accord, mais encore plus précisément. dans la vie 
de tous le jours, qu'est-ce qu'il y a qui ne va pas? 

A: Tu t'assieds mal. 
S: Essayons pour changer de prendre ce dialogue posi-

tivement, et de me dire plutôt ce que je peux faire pour toi 
pour aider dans le bon sens pratiquement. 

A: ............. 
S: S'il te plait, il faut que tu me dises. On n'a plus tel-

lement le temps, Aurore. tu le sais. Le temps presse. II faut 
être fort vite pour continuer la route, dis-moi. 
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A: ............. 
S: De quoi as tu peur, Aurore? Je sais bien que tu as peur, 

essayes de me dire de quoi, de quoi. 
A: De tout ce que tu m'as fait subir. Je n'ai plus 

confiance. Ou plutôt, ma confiance a du mal à repartir. J'ai 
tellement été heurté que pour avancer mes pieds glissent 
lentement sur le sol en tâtant; et chaque fois il y a une 
grande hésitation, la peur de recevoir du nouveau des 
coups. 

S: Oh! Je comprends! Mais il faut que tu saches que j'ai 
compris beaucoup de choses. Que je ne veux plus te faire du 
mal et que si tu as envie tu peux avancer avec plus de su-
reté. 

A: II faut que je te dise aussi que je ne t'ai pas toujours 
aimé—moi, je n'ai jamais aimé les gens qui dominent leur 
corps. Alors tu m'as terrifié pendant si longtemps, et je me 
suis protégé de mes deux bras comme j'ai pu. II a bien fallu 
que d'une manière ou d'une autre, je te fasses aussi 
connaitre mon existence. Je n'avais pas d'autre moyens. Tu 
m'as jamais laissé m'exprimer. J'ai hurlé de douleur. Tu 
m'as torturé! Pourquoi tu ne t'arrêtais jamais pendant si 
longtemps? Tu te rends compte? Personne résiste a ce ré-
gime. Et maintenant, c'est difficile. Quand je fais marche 
arrière pour aller. Bien, ca fait encore mal, mais ne t'in-
quiètes pas. Dans peu de temps tout reviendra dans l'ordre. 
Je ne connais pas d'autre manière de fonctionner! Quoique 
maintenant tu fais un effort. J'apprécie tout ce que tu me 
proposes. Je vais essayer d'être plus vigilant, mais si tu 
peux toi aussi, de ton côté, contrôle... TU VOIS. C'est 
toujours comme un entonnoir. J'ai l'impression que c'est 
toi-même qui étrangle le passage. Si tu peux respirer plus 
profondément, plus loin, plus large. Peut-être ça t'aiderait. 
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18 Mars 

 
Bonjour, mon corps. Je voudrais à nouveau parler avec 

toi afin que nous puissions continuer notre programme actif 
de guérison. Tu t'appelles Aurore, tu es né le 15 Janvier 
1945, il faisait froid. La neige était haute, mais la nuit 
profonde et pleine d'étoiles de ces nuits magiques ou l'air de 
la terre se tait et prie le Seigneur. Bon. 

Je voudrais te redire combien cette guérison me tient a 
cœur, mais je suis toujours aussi maladroite quant à la façon 
de me prendre. Mon mental a fait fonctionner notre en-
semble pendant toutes ces années, et je me suis vraiment 
mal prise avec toi. J'essaye autre chose, ces deux jours ont 
été un bon essai. J'espère que les fruits sont le meilleur 
remède pour toi. Je m'y applique. Si tu veux autre chose 
d'un autre programme ou si tu veux me dire quelque chose, 
fais-le. Je t'écoute. 

A: ............. 
A: Ca va bien, j'aime la façon dont tu me traites main-

tenant, renouvelle 'Les amenées', c'est bien. Je suis encore 
un peu en désordre. Mais je m'affine pour retrouver le bon 
sens. 

S: Peux tu me parler des genoux? Pourquoi il y a cette 
relation entre les genoux et le centre vitale? 

A: V. te l'a dit cela a un rapport avec la peur, et cette 
partie de ton corps peut être celui le plus délaissé, prends-en 
un soins particulier. Tu peux leur parler aussi. 

S: Les boules de l'oreille. Tu peux me dire quelque 
chose? 

A: La Lumière est grande, et la concentration mentale 
encore plus. Et je crois, que pour l'instant, c'est bien comme 
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ça. Appliques-toi à les guérir. Tu n'as pas besoin de savoir 
le pourquoi et le comment. 

S: Et toujours ce nœud à la gorge. Ça te fait mal à la fin. 
A: Ça, c'est la tension émotionnelle, qui se focalise là. II 

faudrait que tu chantes plus. 
"C'est bizarre ça, ce que mon corps me raconte... qu'il 

faut que je chante d'avantage..." was your only laconic 
remark after having read it to me. 

What did you know? Perhaps more than you ever cared 
to talk about or consciously accept. Our minds frequently 
refuse what other parts of our being know. You were living 
a countdown, you knew there wasn't much time left, and yet 
you were also calling for a miracle. You were negotiating 
with your body, sincerely, desperately to the end. A 
member of the healing group in Auroville with whom you 
were meditating in your last months here, and with whom 
you kept in contact even after your return to Europe, felt 
you were one of the first Aurovilians who was trying to 
change a programme in your cells that had gone haywire. 

About a week after that evening, you took a sudden turn 
for the worse, not so much physically, but psychologically. 
You had put yourself on a fruit diet, convinced it was what 
your body needed, but within a few days you suddenly 
became exhausted, as if your defences had crumbled, and 
you began to panic inwardly, to fall into disarray. You had 
been playing with the idea of going back to France for the 
summer to escape the heat, but now you were wondering if 
you shouldn't go back earlier. 

I had come over for tea, and you were looking through a 
collection of photos you had in a shoe box. "Mais tu les as 
déjà vues," you tell me laughingly as we look through them 
together once again: photos of your marriage, your friends 
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at the École des Beaux Arts in Geneva in the sixties, photos 
of your family, of your travels, of your first years in Auro-
ville, your two huts in Aspiration, of you and Isabelle, by 
the boat-landing in Tekkadi. You laughed a lot as you ex-
plained them, as you talked about your life—it was a fond, 
intimate moment, but without either of us formulating it, 
there was also a sense of parting in the air. 

 
 
You had a way of taking decisions abruptly, and about 

four days later you came by to see me in the afternoon. I 
was lying down on a concrete slab below a Tibetan poster 
of the Fire-Tiger year reading Mircea Eliade's La Nuit 
Bengali when you burst in dressed in ochre colours and a 
flowing scarf, and looking beautiful. We shared a Benson 
& Hedges cigarette—you were in a hurry as you had an 
appointment for acupuncture treatment next door—and you 
told me, "Ça y est, je pars le samedi, c'est la meilleure chose 
pour moi." You had made your decision suddenly, the night 
before. Then, before leaving you talked about Eliade's book 
which describes a love story between a young westerner 
and the daughter of a Brahmin family that has adopted him 
as their son, and the tragic impossibility of the two worlds 
with their different values and traditions ever meeting. You 
described a dream you had after you had finished the book 
in which the end unfolded differently. "Tu sais, quand j'ai 
fini ce livre, j'ai eu un rêve, ou la fin s'est déroulée autre-
ment. Ça se passait dans un contexte moderne. et c'est les 
parents qui ont été brulé avec tout ce qu'ils représentaient 
d'une tradition stupide et aveugle, et les deux amants ont pu 
continuer de vivre leur amour ensemble. Je ne comprendrai 
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jamais comme on entrave, comme on ne laisse pas les gens 
s'aimer." 

Standing in the doorway before leaving, you look at 
me—we are alone on the terrace—with a strange, almost 
ironical smile for what seems to be a long moment, before 
saying: 

"Tu sais, quand je te vois là, c'est drôle, mais j'ai l'im-
pression qu'il y a quelque chose qui n'est pas fini entre 
nous." 

The evening before your departure, I come by, and 
you're dancing alone to Leonard Cohen's song Take this 
Waltz in your freshly whitewashed house. You rewind the 
tape and say, "Listen to this song, I love it." And then you 
start dancing again slowly, totally caught up with an un-
known partner. I'm fascinated and just watch you moving 
across the floor, and you're dancing with your dreams and 
all the tenderness you've sought, you're dancing with your 
mother and your father, with your sisters, with your 
American lover in a loft in London, you're dancing with the 
children you never had, you're dancing with me in the 
canyon night or beneath the bending trees of Aspiration, 
you're dancing by the lake or through the streets of Annecy, 
you're dancing with the theatre troupe as the audience ap-
plauds, you're dancing with all you ever sought but never 
achieved, you're dancing with your lover through Indone-
sia, you're dancing with the child you were, the woman you 
are, you're dancing with death and beauty, and the dreams 
that you caressed, you are dancing like a child in the ruins 
of your life, reaching for the sun, calling down the light. 

We left for Madras at dawn. You were extremely tired 
and slept the whole way up, your head in my lap. Security 
has been tightened considerably, and I can only get as far as 
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the check-in point. This departure too fraught with inner 
uncertainty for us to linger very long, we embrace one last 
time, and then you are gone. On the other side of the glass 
partition on top of the stairs leading up to the departure 
lounge, you turn to wave one last time the red rose from the 
samadhi in your hair. There was something about that wave 
that will remain with me for a long time, something in me 
knew, without wanting to, that it would be the last time I'd 
see you. 

I went up to the restaurant to wait for your plane to leave, 
and lingered watching its faint trace slowly fade in the blue 
void of a South Indian sky. When I returned to Auroville, 
someone else had already moved into your house. 
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Il me semble que je suis en train d'apprendre beaucoup 

de choses, justement sur cette transition qu'on appelle la 
mort. Ça commence de devenir de plus en plus irréel... 
C'est très intéressant. 

Mother's Agenda III, 16.10.62 
 
 
December, a quiet morning, it has just stopped raining, 

outside a lush greenness, the sound of birds, and far away 
the rain-enraged roar of the ocean. Almost empty muddy 
roads, the sound of ammas cycling by, cheerful laughter 
can be heard from the road, the full throated kettle-drum 
sound of the brain fever bird comes from the garden nearby. 

Traveling in Kerala I felt you close. It would come on 
me suddenly—I could sense you sitting across tables or 
present in the corner of rooms. 

Walking through the forest of Tekkadi or on the long bus 
ride down to Quilon I was alone with my thoughts and 
frequently with you. Our minds are like receiving stations; 
one has to know how to adjust channels when one ruts into 
routine. There are frequencies difficult to catch like colours 
beyond or behind the visible spectrum and which come to 
us through the static. 

I hear you, whole conversations in my head, I can even 
make out the intonation of your voice. Your voice a whis-
per, clear as light in the clamour of the storm. It comes and 
goes suddenly out of the nowhere. I'll think of you and a 
conversation will ensue. At times, I feel I'm picking up on 
your presence, at others just raiding the jumbled storeroom 
of my mind, the grab-bag of my past. Much recedes unre-
corded by the surface mind but registers subconsciously 
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and can be retrieved when the barriers of the mind break 
down. Memory does not register time, but intensity. Is 
memory independent of the mind? Haphazard, unsequen-
tial, the penumbra of life's unlit interiors illumined by a 
sudden flash, an intrusion of grief or insight. The surface 
mind registers but more often than not deforms what the 
intuition receives. And how real is memory? Vistas of 
splendour haunt us like the partial translation of a half 
forgotten text, the code to which we lack... 

The distance created by your death at first saddened and 
surprised me—I didn't expect it or want to believe it would 
exist—but I now feel I have come to know you better, ac-
quired a deeper feeling for the different sides and shades of 
your personality, the human complexities of your conflict 
and struggle. Taken by the beauty of your aspiration, 
transfixed by that ethereal flame, the shadows went unno-
ticed and were refused. 

We are all pursued by our shadow, our dark familiar 
angel, anchored in the dusk, partner in the dance that called 
us down to earth. Born under the sign of Saturn you were 
fascinated by the dark side of life, the shadows of another 
sun. You created situations that were the opposite of what 
you sought, through the roles you chose. "Je me suis faite 
lointaine, untouchable." As you called for affection and 
intimacy. But you would show us you would be loved. You 
played with drama and tragedy drawing others into it 
dancing your final act out bravely and alone in a last dark 
tango of body and soul. Was it necessary? Perhaps. 

But now, can you care about our contradictions in a 
world that moves to other laws? Be true to one's fragments, 
I would have said a few months ago. And so I write un-
weaving time with words. Windows blow open, a telephone 
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doesn't ring, the past whispers of presences, absences, your 
ashes in the hall, as velvet sanctuaries of dream haunt an 
asphalt world. 

 
 
 


